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Summary 
 

Iodinated contrast media (ICM) are used all over the world.  

Side streams form production ICM containing acetate (90 %), solvents (methanol, acetone, 2-

Methoxy ethanol, and isopropanol) and ICM are treated by a biological treatment plant 

combining anaerobic extended granule sludge bed (EGSB) technology with an aerobic 

moving bed bioreactor (MBBR) as polish step.  

 Samples from the three anaerobic EGSBs and aerobic CFIC reactor was analyzed by ion -

chromatography and HPLC with UV-detector coupled with a single-quadrupole mass-specter 

(MS). Reduction of iohexol in EGSBs were 96-98 % and 100% for iodixanol and 

intermediates. ICM was not detected in samples after aerobic MBBR reactor.  

 25 TPs was detected from EGSB 1 and 2, whereas 15 TPs was detected in samples form 

EGSB 3 using full scan-mode with mass range 150-1600 m/z.  Differences in biological 

community between EGSB 1 and 2 compared to EGSB 3 was observed, may be the reason for 

differences in TPs. In samples form aerobic reactor (CFIC) 8 TPs was detected.  

 Free iodide increased from 16 mg/L to 85 mg/L (EGSB 1), 80 mg/L (EGSB 2) and 55 mg/L 

(EGSB 3). Free iodide did not increase after CFIC. Indication that reductive dehalogenation 

only occurred in the anerobic reactors. TP 694, TP 451, and TP 366 related to deiodinated 

ICM was detected in all EGSBs. Only TP 451 was detected in CFIC. Four known iohexol TPs 

(TP 833, TP 775, TP 657 and TP366) from literature was detected using single-ion mass 

(SIM) scan-mode. 

 New TPs (TP 459, TP 711, TP 342, and TP 585) of iohexol was detected in the EGSBs. 

Suggestive structure for four of the TPs was drawn. Deiodination by addition of hydroxyl 

group was suspected. TPs detected in CFIC was not detectable by the UV-detector, indicating 

possible breaking of the aromatic-ring structure of the ICM.  

The study showed that the efficiency of the biological treatment plant at GE HealthCare has 

changed drastically since 2020.  The complexity of observed TPs is a result of the presence of 

other impurities from production that form TPs in addition to those formed from 

intermediates, iohexol and iodixanol.  



 Dehalogenation and subsequent degradation by oxidative aerobic processes was confirmed. 

Treatment with activated carbon was shown to be an effective way to remove TPs from CFIC 

effluent, while treatment with Ion-exchange resin was less efficient.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The iodinated contrast media (ICM) Iohexol was first listed in Norway and Sweden in 1982 

[1]. Today iohexol is extensively used in over 100 countries and is listed on WHOs essential 

drug list [2].  

ICM are used to detect problems in the brain, heart, blood vessels, stomach, joints, pancreas, 

bladder, reproductive tract, and other parts of the body. [1, 2] This makes Iohexol a critical 

important pharmaceutical for diagnostics. Increased availability of professional healthcare in 

development countries in Asia and Africa as well as the development of new areas of 

application has ensured a drastic increase in production volume of Iohexol.  

 Iohexol and ICM in general is excreted unmetabolized from the body through the urine [3] 

Iohexol enters the wastewater system and wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs). The 

designed inertness and solubility of the ICM makes it elusive, resulting in iohexol and other 

ICM being found in groundwater, rivers, and sediments all over the world.  

Every year tons of ICM enter the natural water systems. The fate and ecological consequence 

of these emissions have not been of primary concern because of the low toxicity of the 

compound itself. [4] However, partial degradation give rise to transformation products (TPs) 

which in some cases exert higher toxicity. Study by NIVA in 2006 argued that the limited 

degradation of iohexol in seawater reduced the risk of the observed toxicity of TPs formed by 

microbial degradation [5]. Structure of TPs depends on parent compound, abiotic chemical 

properties like pH, temperature, presence of natural organic compounds, radicals involved and 

bacterial activity. The diversity of TPs and the difficulty of evaluating their ecological effects 

poses a problem [6]   

In later years the focus on xenobiotics in the environment has increased. The recovery of 

pharmaceuticals and personal care products in surface waters, groundwaters and drinking water 

in the ug/L range, has raised concern of the public. 

 Studies of natural waters, WWTS and hospitals effluents has shown variable results in terms 

of degradation of ICM [7] However, mineralization is rarely observed [4]. Mineralization refers 

to the complete biodegradation to form an inorganic substance and CO2.  

Bio transformed or biodegraded is a process where organic substrates molecule is broken down 

by microorganisms and results in a reduction of the molecular mass [8]. The term degraded also 

includes degradation by abiotic processes. In this thesis, degradation will be used to describe 

biotransformation. 



GE HealthCare produces the non-ionic ICM, iohexol and iodixanol. Producing about 50 % of 

the ICM in the world. Every second 3 patients receive a dose of ICM produced at Lindesnes.   

Iohexol from GE HealthCare is sold under commercial name Omnipaque [9] The volume is 

expected to grow with > 10% per year, is response to increased marked shares and increase in 

global demand. Application to the directorate of the environment in Norway gave an estimate 

of production volume of 19500 tons in 2030 [10] 

At Lindesnes site iohexol is released into the environment through waste streams emitted to the 

sea. 

The industrial emission directive (IED) was implemented in EØS in 2015. In 2016 it was 

incorporated into the law of pollution in Norway. Requirements for the industry to reduce its 

emissions significantly increased [11]. For ICM producer GE HealthCare the Zero-emission 

project established BAT-conclusions (best available technology) in compliance with the 

concession of emission. Emissions of ICM to the recipient (sea) was 45 tons I 2022, with an 

upper limit of 75 tons p.a.  

 Iohexol is the biggest product in volume at GE-Lindesnes. [10] The user dose is relatively high 

(200 g/ examination) [12] The emission of ICM at GE Health Care Lindesnes, exceeds 375 000 

user doses per year. 

 The polluters pay principle puts the economic burden on the industry. As primary producers of 

pharmaceuticals, GE HealthCare strives to achieve knowledge and take responsibility of the 

full life cycle of the products.  

1.2 Aims and objectives. 

 In 2022 over 26 tons of ICM and its derivates entered the WWTP at Lindesnes site. The 

concentrations in the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) are in the mg/L range. Data of 

degradation of ICM and its intermediates in adapted anaerobic combined with aerobic 

bioreactors a lacking. As primary producer of ICM GE HealthCare objective is evaluate the fate 

of ICM within this WWTP and generate more knowledge about possible treatments for ICM 

emissions.  

 The aim of this study is divided into 3 sub-objectives.  

Firstly, to validate a method for detection of ICM and their intermediates in wastewater from 

the biological treatment plant. Combining HPLC separation utilizing UV-detection with single-

quad MS-spectrometry for determination of TPs generated in the system.  



Secondly to evaluate the generation of TPs, by multiple sample points form anaerobic and 

aerobic bioreactor, comparing the results with analysis from start-up of the WWTP in 2020 

with focus on dehalogenation and possible cleavage of the aromatic-ring structure. 

Third objective is to evaluate if generated TPs ca be removed by use of activated carbon or ion-

exchange resins. 

 

 

2 Literature review and theoretical background. 

2.1 X-ray contrast structure. 

 

ICM produced at GE HealthCare are non-ionic derivatives of 2,4,6-triiodobenzoic acids with 

polar carboxyl and hydroxyl moieties.  

 (5-[N-(2,3-dihydroxypropyl) acetamido]-2,4,6-triiodo-N, N0-bis(2,3dihydroxypropyl) 

isophthalamide or iohexol is synthesized from a 5-amino-N-N-bis (2,3) 

dihydroxypropylphtalamid acid base compound. This compound is a benzene ring structure 

with 2 side chains in addition to an amide group at the 5 positions [6]. The X-ray property is 

achieved by nucleophile substitution reaction of hydrogen by iodine ions in the ortho-orto-

para position of the aromatic ring structure to give 5-amino-N, N’-bis(2,3-dihydroxypropyl)-

2,4,6-triiodo-1,3-benzenedicarboxamide (540). 

 The three iodine atoms are near one another on the benzene ring back-bone. This serves the 

purpose of stabilizing the molecule, by restricting deiodination and subsequent toxic effect by 

free iodide in the patient [4, 6].  

Iohexol is produces by modification of the amide group by acetylation (541- intermediate) 

followed by alkylation reaction. Iodixanol is synthesized by a dimerization reaction of two 

541 (intermediates). Figure 2.1 shows the structures of the ICM mentioned here. 

 The added alkylating group contributes to high water solubility, low toxicity and inertness 

that is critical for its safe administration. The octanol/water partition coefficient (KOW) of 

iohexol, iodixanol, and intermediates 540 and 541 are -3,05, -3,37. -1,82 and < -2 respectively 

[4] and SDS). Bioaccumulation potential is expected to be low. Molecular weights of ICM are 



relatively large with iodixanol being the largest (1550 g/mol), iohexol (821g/mol) and 

intermediates 540 (705 g/mol) and 541 (747 g/mol) having smaller mass. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Structure of Iohexol (821,2 m/z), iodixanol (1550 m/z) and the intermediates 

540 (705 m/z) and 541 (747 m/z). [Own data] 

 

2.2 Fate of X-ray contrast media in the environment. 

2.2.1 ICM abundance 

ICM are administered at high doses (up to 200 g/dose). Iodine accounts for close to 50 % of 

the molecular weight [4]. The stability of the molecule in the human body results in 100% 

non-metabolized ICM being excreted by the kidneys.  Half-life of ICM is 2 hours, with 75 % 

removal after 4 h, and nearly 100 % within 24 h [4]. The wide application of the ICM as a 

diagnostic tool is evident in the observation of ICM in effluents form sewage treatment plants 

(STPs) and rivers in Germany [7] and in rivers, surface water in Spain [13], United States and 



China [14, 15]. In China ICM concentration of 160 ng/L and 97,4 ng/L was detected in 

Huangpu River and Tahu Lake [15]. Iohexol has been detected in hospital wastewater (0,07-

3810 ug/L), surface waters (0,01-1,326 ug/L), ground water (0,003-0,187 ug/L) and drinking 

water (0,001—0,034 ug/L) [4].  Water solubility water and inertness and volume used is the 

main reason why ICM like iohexol is found in the wastewater systems, effluent form WWTP 

and natural water systems like rivers, lakes, and groundwater [4, 16].  

Adsorption of ICM in sludge systems have also been found to be low [17]. 

 



 

2.2.2 Ecotoxicity and formation of transformation products. 

 

Short term toxicity tests with iohexol (10 g/L high-level) showed no toxic effect on bacteria 

Pseudomonas. Putida, algae (Scenedesmus.Subspicatus), Crustaceans (Daphnia.magna) and 

fish (Dario.Rerio) [18]. Use of photolytic or oxidative processes in WWTPs or photolytic 

reactions in natural surface waters, however, have been linked to increased toxicity [4, 16, 18] 

The toxicity is connected to dehalogenation with subsequent formation of halo nitriles, 

trihalomethane, halo acetamide and halo acetonitrile’s [20] 

In china a study observed a trihalomethane concentration of 430 ug/L following WWTP [4, 15]. 

Predicted no effect concentration (PNEC) of 146 ug/L for Trihalomethanes in aqueous 

environments have been determined [21] 

12 biotransformation products (TPs) of iopromide in aerobic water-soil systems using semi-

preparative HPLC, mass fragmentation experiments. The purposed route of transformation 

was modifications to the hydroxylated side chains. The tri-iodinated aromatic ring remained 

intact in the study [22]. 

In another study reductive deiodination of precursor,5-amino-2,4,6-triiodophthalic acid was 

observed [23]. 11 transformation products from iohexol (TP 863, TP849, TP835, TP833, 

TP775, TP745, TP687A, TP687B, TP657, TP629 and TP599) was observed in aerobic tests in 

soil-sediment water interactions. 100 % biotransformation of parent compound was observed 

[13]. In another study by same author, 46 TPs was detected for iohexol, iomeprol, iopamidol 

and iopromide in drinking water, surface water and groundwater. Mainly through biological 

treatment [24]. Ecotoxicity of transformation products have not been performed in accordance 

with established protocols for Ecotox-testing. However, effluent after biological treatment 

showed lower toxicity than in the influent [6]. Study from NIVA 2006 however, registered 

higher toxicity, suggesting release of free iodide to be the reason for the observed effects [5]. 

Achieving full mineralization may be necessary to avoid the formation of toxic TPs post 

emission.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: TP identified for iohexol by use of advanced oxidative procedures (black 

arrows) and from biodegradation (blue arrows) [6] 

 

2.2.3 Challenges in reaching total mineralization of X-ray media. 

 

General factors biodegradation are biotic and abiotic factors affect the biotransformation and 

mineralization of xenobiotics. The structure of the molecule is often used to assess if the 

molecule is expected to be degraded in nature [25, 26]  

 The presence of microorganisms with unspecific enzymatic activity followed by a product that 

can be utilized by other microorganisms are necessary to achieve full mineralization. However, 

intermediates are often generated that accumulate in the environment [26]. Abiotic factors like 

pH, presence of organic substrate, electron donors and acceptors, water availability, 

temperature and concentration of the target chemical are important [27] 



 

 Many chemicals are degraded through Co-metabolism. Studies show that addition of organic 

compounds like acetate and methanol can increase Co-metabolism of aromatic compounds [28] 

The chemical might be below a threshold value for degradation.  Low initial concentration of 

microbes able to degrade the chemical or no such community present [29].  Iohexol has three 

iodides attached to the aromatic ring in addition to two heavily branched sidechains and an 

amide group at the 5 positions [6]. The presence of halogens branched side groups and number 

of aromatic rings are of great importance. The proximity of the iodide atoms that makes iohexol 

safe for administration through restriction of formation of free iodide, in turn also prevents its 

degradation after excretion from the body. It is suggested that the cleavage of C-halogen bonds 

can strongly enhance the biodegradation of ICM [4]. Deiodination is therefor the first step in 

making the aromatic structure susceptible to attack.   

2.3 Dehalogenation 

 

Two methods of dehalogenation of aromatic compounds under anerobic conditions have been 

identified. The first is reductive dehalogenation and the second is a hydrolysis reaction [30] 

Reductive dehalogenation is defined as the removal of a halogen substituent from a molecule 

with a concurrent addition of electrons to the molecule [27]. 

Dehalogenation of non-aromatic compounds include several mechanisms, but for aromatic 

compounds the reductive dehalogenation and hydrolysis the mechanisms described so far [27, 

30]  

For homocyclic aromatic compounds (only C-C bonds in the ring structure) reductive 

dehalogenation is the main observed mechanism [30] The initial time where dehalogenation is 

undetectable time or lag phase is called acclimatation period [27]. It has been shown in tests 

with microbial dehalogenation that this phase can vary from less than a month, to over 6 

months [27, 30] Dehalogenation of aromatic amines occurs mainly in the Otho and Para 

position. It has also been shown that removal of chloride and bromine from aromatic 

compounds are easier when a destabilizing group like carboxyl of hydroxyl are present. A 

study suggested that methanogenic environments where the typical redox potential are – 0,3 V 

and the preferred carbon acceptor is carbon dioxide and methane is produced was the optimal 

environment for this kind of biotransformation [27].  

Deiodination was shown to be coupled to microbial growth in a study of precursor molecule 

of ICM 5-amino-2,4,6-triiodophthalic acid. The study was done in a mixed culture sludge 



 

system under anaerobic conditions. Three deiodinated compounds was detected. However, 

deiodination was only observed when ethanol was added as a carbon source [23].  

The same author showed that the same ICM precursor molecule was mineralized in an 

anaerobic-aerobic fixed bed reactor. In this study the deiodination step was seen during the 

anaerobic step followed by carbon removal in the aerobic step. This suggest that deiodination 

may enable more efficient degradation in an aerobic polish step and even mineralize the 

compound completely [31]. Using inoculum of biofilm from pipes close to emission point at 

GE Health Care I 2006, a lab scale test showed a 22 % mineralization of iohexol after 39 

days. Free iodide was detected, supporting the importance of deiodination to achieve this [5]. 

 

2.4 Cleavage of benzene-ring  

Mineralization of ICM require the breaking of the benzene ring. Under anaerobic conditions 

monocyclic aromatic can undergo reduction of one or more double bonds of the rings structure, 

ring cleavage and carboxylation [32]. 

The adaptation period in one study under anaerobic conditions was 100-120 days for Benzene 

and 200-250 days for Xylene. The effect of degradation decreased if preferred substrates like 

methanol and acetate was present [33]. 

 It has been shown that monoaromatic hydrocarbons can like benzene, toluene and xylene can 

be degraded. Biodegradation of benzene can be achieved under both aerobic and anaerobic 

conditions. Peripheral enzymes that convert different aromatic compounds play an important 

role in anaerobic degradation. The peripheral pathways under such reactions converge to 

benzoyl-CoA. In aerobic degradation formation of catechol with the addition of two hydroxyl 

groups to the benzene ring ending in ring-cleavage by ring hydroxylation pathway or alkyl 

substituent oxidation pathway. Enzymatic activity by Toluene dioxygenases attacks the 

aromatic ring and generated dehydroxylated compounds. Toluene-Monooxygenases on the 

other hand attack the ring structure and generates arene oxides that due to low stability form 

phenols. Dihydroxy-compounds undergo fission. The products from can be metabolized in the 

Krebs cycle [28]. 

 



 

                        

 

Figure 2.3: Degradation of aromatic compounds to catechol.     Figure 2.4: Fission of catechol (Orto and meta)   

[28]                        



 

 

2.5 Biological treatment of production side streams containing high 

concentration of iohexol, iodixanol and its intermediates. 

 

2.5.1 Biological treatment plant GE Health Care Lindesnes. 

Biological treatment is a cost-effective technology for treatment of a variety of chemical side 

streams [4]. The technology was considered BAT for treatment of acetate and solvent side 

streams that contributed most of the annual emission to the sea [10]. Concentration of ICM in 

the reactor is in the mg/L range (table 2.1) ICM was then evaluated as a non-biodegradable 

COD. The feed is comprised 95 % acetate, with the residual organics being methanol, 

isopropanol and 2-methoxyethanol. The biological treatment plant is made up of an anerobic 

main treatment (98 % COD reduction). 3 extended granular sludge bed (EGSB) reactors, each 

400 m 3 operating with a constant flowrate of 30 m3/h. The EGSB 1 and 2 was commissioned 

in 2020 and EGSB 3 was commissioned in April 2023. Conversion of acetate and solvents 

produces 50 000 N/m3 of biogas each week. With 98 % of the acetate converted to methane gas 

during the anaerobic step. The biogas consists of 75-80 % methane, CO2 and < 100 ppm H2S. 

After anaerobic treatment an aerobic polish-step (CFIC) is applied. The aerobic step is a MBBR 

using polyethylene biocarriers to facilitate a biofilm 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Model of biological treatment plant by Econvert in collaboration with Biowater solutions. 

Commissioned November 2020. [34] 

 



 

Table 2.1: Concentration of ICM and derivates measured by quantitative HPLC. Sample from 

EQ-tank BC70/71 which functions as feed tanks for the EGSB (anaerobic bioreactor).  

Contrast media constitute Concentration in feed 

Dijod-540 (contaminant in intermediate 540) 3,50 mg/L 

541 (2nd intermediate) 25,56 mg/L 

540 (1st intermediate) 22,26 mg/L 

Iohexol 37,21 mg/L 

Iodixanol 23,29 mg/L 

Total ICM 111,8 mg /l 

Total ICM  80,5 kg/day 

29,3 tons/year 

 

 

The concentrations vary due to batch production in the respective production areas. The 

sample value in table 2.1 is based on a pooled weekly sample form the EQ-tank that feeds the 

EGSBs. About 50% of the ICM weight is iodine. The loss of iodine in the reactor is there for 

estimated to be half of the value of total ICM from table 2.1.  

 

2.5.2 Biological community in EGSB 1, 2 and 3 

  

 

Figure 2.6: a) Cross section of anaerobic granule b) Granule distribution, largest granules was 2 mm. 

Pictures was taken using light-microscope by process engineer Eivind Norin at P-16. 

 



 

In March 2023 studies was of the microbial community was performed by using extraction 

DNA form granules from EGSBs and the biofilm from the CFIC. The results showed that 

EGSB 1 and 2 was nearly identical. EGSB 3 distinguished itself from the other reactors.  

Microbial diversity investigation showed that that EGSB 1 and 2 showed a higher abundance 

of Geobacter, Sphaerocheta, Tenufilum and Sulfospirillum. 

 Pelobacter, Bacillus, Synthophobacter was present in all rectors, but with higher abundance 

in EGSB 3. Geobacter and Sphaerocheta abundance in EGSB 3 was hardly detectable. EGSB 

1 and 2 shows comparable results with EGSB 1 having slightly more reads in the 

investigation than EGSB 2 [35]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: 16S rRNA analysis of bacterial community in EGSB 1, 2 and 3 (April 2023). 

EGSB 0 = EGSB 3. Analysis was done under commissioning of EGSB 3 to evaluate the change in 

the microbial community over time [35]. 

 



 

2.5.3 HPLC results after commissioning of EGSB 1 and 2 (December 2020) 

 

Tests was performed 4 months after commissioning of the biological treatment plant. Samples was taken 

from feed tank, EGSBs and CFIC to evaluate the fate of ICM from the feed. Results showed that all 

ICM was present after treatment. Comparison between the feed solution (figure 2.8), and EGSB (figure 

2.9) and CFIC (figure 2.10) illustrates the limited change in ICM levels through the WWTP.  

 

Figure 2.8: HPLC results from feed (SP3) in 2020 4 months after commissioning. (Own analytical data) 

 

Figure 2.9: HPLC analysis results from EGSB 2 (SP10) in 2020, 4 months after commissioning. (Own 

analytical data)  



 

 

Figure 2.10: HPLC-analysis from CFIC (SP29) Dec 2020, 4 months after commissioning. 

(Own analytical data) 

 

2.5.4 Detection of ICM and potential TPs in wastewater. 

LC-MS is a powerful analytical instrument, with high sensitivity and low detection limit. The 

advantage with using MS combined with HPLC-separation and UV-detector is the ability to 

combine the data from retention time and the m/z for evaluation of the analytes. Detection of 

parent ICM and TPs have been detected at ng/L range, using HPLC-ESI_MS-MS [17]. ICM 

was detected in German sewer-systems with concentration of 1 ug/L, using LC-ESI tandem MS 

[36].  Full elucidation of the chemical structure of the TPs has been shown by combining LC 

hybrid triple quadrupole linear ion trap mass spectrometer and nuclear magnetic resonance [17]. 

The MS-detector increases sensitivity, add certainty and selectivity [37].  

2.5  Single -quadrupole mass-spectrometry (SQ-MS) 

This technology can provide sensitive and selective detection of organic molecules. 

Interfacing High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC or LC) with MS provides one 

of the most powerful analytical tools available.  

Mass spectrometry is a very powerful analytical technique used for identification of unknown 

compounds, quantification of known compounds, determination of mass and chemical 

structure. 

 



 

The basic function of an MS detector is to measure the mass-to-charge ratio of ions. The unit 

of mass used is the Dalton (Da). The MS detector gives the mass (m) to charge (z) of the 

molecule. The m/z can only be referred to the mass of the ion if the charge of the ion Is one. 

Single Quadrupole Good scan function sensitivity good selectivity/sensitivity via SIM scanning 

High duty cycle with SIM. However, SIM functionality are subject to matrix interferences and 

thereby limit detection limits [37, 38] 

 

Figure 2.11 Simple schematic of the basic components in A LC-MS system [37]. 

Separation is performed in LC-column and compounds enter the MS. The compound is ionized 

in the and dried by nitrogen, removing the mobile phase. The ionized compounds are passed to 

the mass analyzer and separated based on the stability on the stability of trajectories they have 

in the oscillating electric field in the quadrupole rod structures. Behind the quadrupoles a 

charged plate (positive or negative) attracts the ions to the detector. Results are presented in a 

total ion current (TIC). TIC is the relative abundance of all the ions in the mass specter. The 

TIC is plotted against time giving ions-abundance relative to time. The exact mass under each 

peak is extracted as MS-specters. In MS-specter all masses are relative to the peak with highest 

intensity (base peak).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3. Materials and methods 
 

Analytical methods of chromatography were used in this study. Standards and methods for 

determination of anions by ion-chromatography was performed in accordance with internal 

methods used in environmental emission monitoring program. The HPLC method and MS-

method was created as a part of this thesis.  

 

3.1 Sampling and sample preparations 
 

Samples was taken from several sample points at in the period March-May 2023. Sampling 

form WWTP was done by the site process engineer.  Table 2 shows the sample point identity 

and description. Each sample was 1 liter in volume collected in 1 liter plastic bottle. The 

sample contained no trace of biomass form the WWTP. The samples were filtered through a 

0,45 µm filter by using a funnel and a flask attached to a vacuum. Filtrate was kept at 4 ℃ 

until analysis.  Samples for HPLC/LC-MS and IC was filtered through a 0,22 µm syringe 

prior to analysis. 

Table 3.1: Overview of sample points selected from the WWTP. 

Sample points Posision 

SP3 EQ-tank EGSB 1 feed 

SP4 EQ-tank EGSB 2 Feed 

SP 33 EQ-tank EGSB 3 Feed 

SP9 Effluent EGSB 1 

Sp10 Effluent EGSB 2 

SP29 Prior to coagulation tank. 

SP36 Effluent EGSB 3 

SP39 Effluent from hydrocyclon 

between EGSB and CFIC 

 

 



 

 

3.2 HPLC-MS 

3.2.1 Separation and quantitative analysis of ICM. 
 

HPLC analysis was performed on a Vanquish Flex system from Thermo Scientific. The system 

was purchased in 2022 and was validated as a part of the preparation for this study. The system 

is a modular system equipped with a quad-pump with degasser, auto-sampler, variable 

wavelength UV-detector, column department, switch-valve, CAD-detector, and a single-Quad 

mass spectrometer (MS). Separation of the ICM was performed on a Luna, 3 µm C18, 150 x 2 

mm column (Phenomenex). The mobile phase was MilliQ-water with 0,1 % formic acid and 

Acetonitrile (superlco, LC-MS grade). The HPLC was performed using gradient elution (see 

table 3) with flowrate 0,250 ml/min. UV-detector wavelength was 254 nm. Samples was filtered 

through a 0,22 µm syringe filter directly into HPLC-vials. Quantification of ICM in the samples 

was done using calibration standard. Stock solution (ICM) was made by weighing in 1g/L of 

each component iodixanol, iohexol, 540 (intermediate 1), 541 (intermediate 2) and ABA-HCl 

(raw-material) in MilliQ-water. A calibration standard was made by diluting stock solution 

1:100.  

Testing with neutral pH was done by using pure MilliQ-water without formic acid. 

Chromeleon 7.3 workstation chromatography data handling software was used to process the 

data from the analysis.  

 

Figure 3.1: Overview of the HPLC-MS (Vanquish Flex, Thermo Scientific) 



 

Table 3.2: Gradient elution program for the HPLC and HPLC-MS analysis.  

Time Mobile phase composition  

Acetonitrile MilliQ-water + 0,1 % formic acid 

0 3 % 97 % 

30 10 % 90 % 

40 20,3 % 79,7 % 

40 50 % 50 % 

41 3 % 97 % 

48 3 % 97 % 

 

The gradient ensures separation of all ICM parent molecules, intermediates and selected 

known impurities that enters the WWTP. Equilibration of 8 min was applied to ensure stabile 

constituents starting the next sample. Table 3.2 shows the composition of the mobile phase 

during elution. 

3.2.2 Full scan- MS 
 

Following pre-separation on the HPLC-column, the analytes was further analyzed using the 

MS, giving the mass to charge (m/z) of the analytes. Using the column switch, the transfer 

from the HPLC-column to the MS for specter acquisition was set to 2 min. The first 2 min, 

the flow was derived to waste. Salts and smaller hydrophilic molecules that elutes early from 

the HPLC-column, increases the noise in the specter. Acquisition after 1 and 2 minutes were 

tested. Mass-range during full-scan was Acquisition was performed using full-scan was 150-

1600 m/z using comparative mode and positive ion polarity. Specter acquisition was between 

2-40 min of the 48 min run. Several methods were tested to give optimal conditions (table 

3.3). The Chromeleon wizard easy viewer was used to generate methods based on three 

parameters. Sensitivity vs Robustness, Volatility of mobile phase (high vs less), Thermal 

stability of analyte (stabile vs labile). Sensitivity is adjusted by decreasing the sweep-gas, 

while robustness is decreased. ICM are thermostable and a method with high temperature in 

ion-transfer tube increases the ionization of these compounds. However, if the TPs are more 

thermos labile, a lower temperature would be necessary to stop fragmentation. 



 

 In total 6 methods were tested.  

Threshold for registration for peaks in the MS-specter was set to filter out all peak’s lower 

that 10 % of peak with highest intensity.  

 

Table 3.3: Overview of the methods tested for optimization of the analysis using the mass-

spectrometers.  

 

Parameters Unit Method 

1 

Method 

2 

Method 

3 

Method 

4 

Method 

5 

Method 

6 

Vaporization temperature ℃ 144 144 144 144 317 144 

Ion-transfer tube 

temperature 

℃ 300 400 400 150 400 150 

Sheat-gas pSIG 32,3 32,3 32,3 32,3 58,8 32,3 

Aux-gas pSIG 3,6 3,6 3,6 3,6 5,2 3,6 

Sweep-gas pSIG 0,5 2,0 0,0 0,0 0,5 0,5 

Source voltage Positive 

ions 

Volt 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 

 

3.2.3 Testing and validation of LC-MS method 
 

Standard validations parameters were performed before testing of wastewater form biological 

treatment plant. Linearity, specificity, accuracy, and precision was tested using 4 levels of 

calibrations standards (Level 1: 0,1, Level 2: 0,01, Level 3: 0,001 and Level 4: 0,0001 g/L). 

Standards was made using stock solution (chapter 3.2.1). Standard level 1 was used to 

evaluate accuracy and precision.  Specificity was performed by verifying the m/z of known 

ICM and intermediates was performed on mass-spectrometer using standard solution level 1. 

Mass of compounds in the calibration standard was iohexol (821 m/z), iodixanol (1550 m/z), 

541 (747 m/z), 540 (705 m/z) and ABA-HCl (362 m/z). 

3.3  Ion chromatography (IC) 
 

Samples for analysis by IC was prepared by filtering samples from SP3, SP9, SP10, SP36 and 

SP29 through 0,22 µm syringe filter. The filtered sample was diluted 1:25 in fresh MilliQ-

water and transferred to HPLC-vials. Calibration standard stock-solution was made by using 

sodium iodide (I - 1,423 g/L, VWR), and Sodium Chloride (Cl- 2,50 g/L VWR). Working 

standard was made by diluting stock solution 1:100 in MilliQ-water.  



 

Samples was analyzed on a Dionex integrion HPIC system (Thermo Scientific). Separation 

was done using an Ion-Pac AS18 analytical (2mm x 250 mm) column and Ion-Pac AG18 

Guard (2 mm x 250 mm) pre-column (Thermo Scientific). MilliQ-water and Potassium 

hydroxide (Eluent Generator Cartridge) was used as mobile phase. The method detects anions 

present in the solution using a conductometer. Chloride was added to the calibration standard 

as it is expected to remain unchanged through the biological treatment plant. 

Table 3.4: Instrument parameters IC. 

Parameters 

Column temperature 40 ℃ 

Cell temperature 

(detector) 

35 ℃ 

Flow 0,250 ml/min 

Suppressor current 38 mA (milliampere) 

Injection volume 10 µl 

 

KOH (Cartridge KOH (Thermo Scientific) was automatically mixed according to the method 

input (Chromeleon). MilliQ water and potassium hydroxide (KOH) were used to make eluent 

with the described concentration in table 3.5 

Table 3.5: Overview of gradient elution IC.   

Time Concentration (KOH) mM 

0 – 5,5  12 

5,5 - 11 12-60 

11 - 24 60 

24 – 24,1 60-12 

24,1 - 27 12 

 

 

 



 

3.4 Single ion monitoring (SIM) targeting deiodinated compounds and 

selected TPs of iohexol from literature. 
 

Single ion-monitoring (SIM) was used to detect the presence of specific ions in the sample. 

This was done to achieve higher sensitivity and reduce noise. Scan time was set to the same 

time frame as the full scan (2-40 min of the 48 min run). The dwell time used on the target ion 

increases and in turn increases the sensitivity of the method. Besides the MS-detector change 

from full scan to SIM, all other parameters were as described in chapter 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. MS 

method 1 (table 4) was selected. Default values in method 1, is suitable for mist compounds, 

recommended by the CM wizard. The masses presented in table 3.6, was used to look for 

proof of deiodination in the biological treatment plant as well as look for TPs already 

described for iohexol in nature [17]  

Table 3.6: Overview of the method for SIM analysis targeting deiodated variations of iohexol 

and intermediates 540 and 541. Iohexol TP_1 to 10 are masses of known TPs of iohexol found 

in soil and aquatic environments [17] The table was imported from Chromeleon 7.2 

chromatography data processing software. 

 

 

 



 

3.5 Treatment of TPs with activated carbon (MCN) 
 

Samples from SP 29 (CFIC), SP3 and SP 36 (EGSB 3) was treated with MCN activated 

carbon prior to analysis with LC-MS as described in chapter 3.3. MCN carbon is a high 

performance, high purity carbon with a broad adsorption range. The microporosity is 

especially good [49]. 

400 ml of each sample was added 1,0 grams of MCN activated carbon powder (Carlson ltd) in 

an 800 ml beaker. A magnetic stirrer was used to insure sufficient mixing. The sample was 

mixed in 1 hour, filtered by use of a 15 µm filter paper to remove the MCN carbon. The 

treated sample was then filtered through a 0,22 µm syringe-filter, and analyzed by LC-MS. 

 3.6 Treatment of TPs with ion-exchange resins. 
 

Ion-exchange treatment was performed on samples from SP29 and SP36. 

400 ml of each sample was added acidic ion-exchange and caustic ion-exchange resins (DOW 

chemicals) in according to instructions of the supplier. The ion-exchange was performed as a 

mixed-bed in an 800 ml glass beaker at room temperature. The sample was stirred in 1 hour 

followed by separation of the ion-exchange resin. The pH before and after the treatment was 

measured using pH-indicator paper. 

 

4. Results 

4.1 Results HPLC and Mass-specter for calibration standard solution.  

The method was validated to ensure that the quantification of ICM was accurate, with good 

linearity for the expected range of ICM.  Qualitative MS-detection of m/z for known 

components was confirmed. All tests were accepted, and the method was evaluated as “fit for 

purpose”. 

 

 

 

 



 

4.1.1 Precision  

 4.1: Precision results based on 4 parallels of standard solution injected. Areal % of all compounds 

was used as parameters.  

Standard 541 (areal %) Iohexol (areal %) Iodixanol  (areal %) 540 (areal %) 

Average  25,8667  16,8133  21,6133  17,22  

Standard deviation (SD) 0,04041  0,44636  0,33561  0,33867  

Confidence interval  ± 0,14479  1,59914  1,20237  1,21335  

Relative standard 

deviation (RSD) % 0,15624  2,65477  1,55279  1,96675  

 

Precision observed in the HPLC method was good, with an RSD < 5 %  

4.1.2 Accuracy 

Accuracy was calculated according to formula: 

Accuracy (%) = 
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑔/𝐿

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑔/𝐿
 * 100 % 

The accuracy for each compound was within ± 2% of the theoretical concentration 

represented by the value of the standard solution. 

Iohexol       =         99,0 % 

Iodixanol    =         98,3 %  

540             =          99,0 % 

541             =          99,0 % 

Since ABA-HCl is not an ICM, but a raw-material, it is not included here.  

4.1.3 Specificity  

Resolution was good for all components in the calibration standard. Both on HPLC and TIC. 

The of m/z observed for was in accordance with the known mass of the compound.  Isomers 

was observed for iohexol. Table 4.2 shows the retention time and m/z for the detected peaks. 

However, the resolution in the UV-specter was higher than that observed for the TIC.  

Reduced ionization of ICM compounds compared t the strong chromophore of the benzene 

ring structure. ABA-HCl visible in as peak 1 in figure 4.1 and 4.2 showed opposite result and 



 

increased intensity, as the compound is easily ionized with high ion abundance in the TIC-

chromatogram.  

4.1.4 Linearity  

Using 4 levels of calibration standards with 2 parallels at each level, a standard curve was 

constructed. 

The results showed very good linearity in the selected range. 

Data with calibration curves for each component is listed in Appendix I. 



 

             
Figure 4.1: HPLC analysis of standard solution using UV-detectror at 254 nm.          Figure 4.2: TIC- chromatogram standard solution.   

                                                                                                                               Iodixanol is barely visible on the TIC, making resolution difficult.  



 

 

Table 4.2: Reference standard of ICM and intermediates data from MS and UV. 

Peak nr Standard analyte Retention 

time 

Molecular 

mass  

m/z from MS 

M +H+ 

Comment 

1 ABA-HCl         4,147 328 328,1 /655,2/656,3 655 = dimer  

2 541        6,683 747 747,8 /792,9/1494,8 1494,8 = dimer of intermediate 

541 

3 Endo-iohexol        7,407 821,13 821,9 / 822,8 Endo and Exo iohexol are 

isomers with slight difference 

in retention time on HPLC. 4 Exo-iohexol        8,450 821,13 821,8 / 822,8 

5 540        9,593 705,2 705,7 /750,9 /1410,8 1410,8 = dimer intermediate 

Azo-540 

6 Iodixanol-1      26,670 1550,13 1551,0 Identified as two masses, as the 

bond between the dimers are 

fragile. 7 Iodixanol-2      27,893 1550,13 775,9 /1552 

 
 



 

 

Figur 4.3: MS-specter of identified peaks of ICM-standard. A) ABA-HCl b) 541 c) and d) iohexol e) 540 f) and g) iodixanol 

 

  

 
 



 

4.1.5 Testing of MS-detector parameters 
 

Sample SP36 was used to test the MS-methods. Samples was performed in the same sequence 

using the same batch of eluents. The same 11 peaks was evaluated for m/z and peak counts/ 

ion abundance (Appendix I). Method 1 is a default method with a moderate temperature on 

the Ione-transfertube, Aux and Sheath-gas pressure. Method 1 (Table 3.3) was chosen as it 

had the second best peak count and the least noise in the baseline.  

HESI ionization is considered a soft ionization method, and no fragmentation was detected in 

the sample when the temperature in the ion transfer tube was increased from 150 ℃ to 400 

℃. Reducing the aux-gas had negative effect on the robustness of the method. Reducing the 

intensity of the TIC-signal. Evaluation the overall TIC of the methods showed that increasing 

the sensitivity cased less ionization and higher signal to noise.  Since ICM is thermostabile, 

but TPs might be less thermostabile, the default method was consideres the safer choice. 

 No significant diffrences in m/z of the 11 tops was observed when comparing the methods. 

 

4.2 LC-MS analysis of samples form biological treatment plant (P-16) 

 

4.2.1 Quantitative HPLC analysis of ICM. 
Only iohexol and was detectable in the effluent from the EGSBs (Table 4.3). The MS-specter 

confirmed the presence of mass 821,9/822 m/z. Iohexol degradation observed in the samples 

was 96-98 %. After CFIC (SP29) iohexol was no longer detected (under detection limit). The 

levels of ICM in the feed (SP3) corresponded with the levels normally seen in feed (Table 

2.1).   

Table 4.3: Quantification of ICM in samples for WWTP using HPLC-UV with calibration standard. 

Nd= not detected 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample point Iohexol 

(mg/L) 

541 540 iodixanol 

SP3 (feed) 48 21 25 17 

SP9 1 n.d n.d n.d 

SP 10 2 n.d n.d n.d 

SP36 1 n.d n.d n.d 

SP39 2 n.d n.d n.d 

SP 29 n.d nd nd nd 



 

4.2.2 MS-analysis of the feed solution to the biological treatment plant. 
 

Analysis of the influent to EGSBs showed that iohexol, iodixanol and the intermediates 541 

and 540 was present. The retention time and masses from the MS correlated with that of the 

substances in the calibration standard. In peak 1 the mass of di-iodide 540 (579 m/z) and 

ABA-HCl (328 m/z) was detected. Quantification of ABA-HCl was not possible because of 

the co-elution with di-iodinated 540. 

The observations are natural in the side-stream from the production. The intermediates and 

final product do contain a range of known impurities. However, the levels are relatively small. 

All the observed masses in the feed solution represent known masses from the production. 

Table 4.4 shows an overview of the compounds naturally found in the feed tank to the 

WWTP. 



 

       

Figure 4.4: HPLC-Chromatogram BC-70/71 feed tank EGSB                                   Figure 4.5: TIC-Chromatogram BC-70/71 feed tank EGSB 



 

The noise seen after 25 minutes in TIC (figure 4.5) conforms with the gradient increase of water in the 

mobile phase. 

Table 4.4: All detected masses in peaks from TIC-chromatogram from sample SP3 (feed) 

Peak number Retention time (min) m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment 

1     4,388 328,2 /579,9/601,9 ABA-HCl + 540-diiodated 

2 6,729 748,2/747,7/749,2 541 

3 7,495 822,2/821,7/828,1 Iohexol 

4 8,570 822,0/823,0 Iohexol 

5 9,670 705,9/707,0 540 

6 14,694 730,0/730,9  

7    17,136 586,2/587,2  

8 19,335 460,3/699,5/367,7  

9 21,743 790,0/811,9/835,0  

10 24,718 776,2/775,7  

11 38,932 688,9/706,8/705,2  



 

4.2.3 MS-analysis of the EGSB 1, 2 and 3 (anaerobic biological treatment 

plant). 
 

Analysis of all EGSBs showed multiple peaks with good resolution. The Peaks in the TIC 

chromatograms corresponded with the peaks from the UV-chromatogram, except for peaks 

eluted after 30 minutes, where no UV-signal was detected using 254 nm wavelength.  

Figure 4.6 and figure 4.7 shows HPLC-UV specter and TIC-chromatogram of EGSB 1.  

Table 4 gives an overview of the time vs m/z   form HPLC-MS analysis of EGSB1.  

Main TPs detected with highest relative abundance was TP 696, TP 887, TP 371, TP 740, TP 

767, TP795, TP 593, TP 342, TP711, TP796, TP725, TP 586 and TP 643. In total 25 peaks 

were detected in the TIC, with several masses present associated with each peak. 



 

     

Figure 4.6: HPLC chromatogram EGSB 1 (SP9)                                         Figure 4.7: TIC-chromatogram EGSB 1 (SP9) 



 

 

 

several peaks had positively charged adducts. The amount of sodium in the sample and the 

relatively common appearance of sodium adducts when using positive mode during HESI, 

makes the results plausible. Multiple charged peaks did also occur to a large extent in sample 

from SP3 (feed). The observation from EGSBs shows similar patterns for all reactors. Only 

double charged molecules was positively observed. The presence of double charge indicated 

that the molecule could accept charge on two locations. The m/z = the mass /charge will result 

in the mass being divided by two, which is seen in the mass-specter. All masses that were 

detected are listed in tables to the specific samples.  

 

               

Figure 4.8: Na+ adduct peak 9 EGSB 1.      Figure 4.9: Double charge observed in peak  11 in EGSB1                                        



 

Table 4.5: All detected masses in peaks from TIC-chromatogram from sample SP9 (effluent from EGSB 1)  

 

 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment Peak 

number 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment 

1      4,454 328 / 655,3 655 is a known dimer.  14 22,510 300,3 /328,3 /305,2  

2 4,562 342,2  15 23,660 444,2 /445,3 /887,5 444,2 and 445,3 (half mass) 

suspected double charge 

3 6,595 696 / 718,3/696/717 717 and 718 suspected Na+ 

adduct 

16 24,255 314,2 /342,4 /319,2 /341,9 /384,1  

4 8,562 821,8 iohexol 17 25,245 386,2 /431,3 /385,7 /387,3  

5 10,211 444,3 /445,3/887,4/888,6 444,3 and 445,3 suspected double 

charge 

18 26,235 356,4 /711,3 /552,1 /355,8 /712,2 

/357,0 /733,2 

Mass 733,2 suspected Na+ 

adduct 

6 10,595 402,3 /403,3 /803,4  19 28,825 344,3 /327,3 /372,1  

7 11,236 458,2 /459,3    20 30,925 358,2 /341,2 /386,3 /359,2  

8    11,620 416,2  21 31,935 398,4 /795,4 /796,2 398,4 (half mass) suspected 

double charge 

9 12,161 371,1 /393,1 /372,0 Mass 393,1 suspected Na+ 

adduct 

22 34,665 388,3 /371,3 /416,3 /389,3  

10 16,300 370,2 /739,4 /740,5 370,2 (half mass) suspected 

double charge 

23 36,600 402,3 /430,3 /385,3 /403,3  

11 17,695 384,2 /386,2 /767,4 384,2 and 386,2 (half mass) 

Suspected double charge 

24 38,275 432,3/415,3 /433,4  

12 21,315 615,2/ 593,1 /616,2 /594,3 

/342,2 /319,4 

Mass 615,2 and 616,2 suspected 

Na+ adduct 

25 39,400 446,5/ 474,3  

13 22,005 795,4 /796,6 /398,5 /398,0 398,5 and 398,0 (half mass) 

suspected double charge 

    



 

 

       
Figure 4.10: HPLC-chromatogram EGSB 2 (SP10)                                       Figure 4.11: TIC- Chromatogram EGSB 2 (SP10)                       



 

Table 4.6: All detected masses in peaks from TIC-chromatogram from sample SP10 (EGSB 2) 

Peak  

number 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment Peak 

number 

Retention 

time 

(min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment 

      1      4,454 328 ,2/ 329,3/ 655,3/655,4 Dimer av ABA-HCl (known 

component) 

13 22,010 300,3 /328,3 /305,2  

2 4,562 328,2/329,2/677,3  14 22,525 444,5/444,0/445,3 /887,5 (Half mass) suspected double charge 

3 6,595 696,2 / 695,6 / 718,1 Mass 718,1 suspected Na+ adduct 16 23,725 314,2 /342,2 /319,3/318,8 

/384,2/384,9/767,4 

Mass 342,2 suspected Na+ adduct of 

mass 319,2.  Mass 384,2 /384,9 

suspected double charge 

4 8,562 821,6/ 822,2/823,1/ 843,8 Iohexol                                      

 Mass 843,8 suspected Na+ adduct 

17 24,305 386,2/ 793,3 Possible Na+ adduct followed in 

addition to double charge. 

5 10,211 444,3 /445,3/887,4/888,6 (Half mass) suspected double charge 18 25,285 327,2 /344,2 Possible NH 4+ adduct 

6 10,595 402,3 /403,3 /803,5  19 28,855 458,2/459,2  

7 11,236 458,3 /459,3  20 30,955 341,2/358,3/383,2/386,3  

8    11,620 416,2/ 417,3  21 31,990 398,4 /795,4 /795,1/817,3 Mass 817,3 Na+ adduct. 398,4 Half 

mass of 795,4 double charge present 

9 12,161 371,2 /372,3  22 34,705 371,3 /388,3/393,2/416,3 Mass 416,2 suspected Na+ adduct 

10 16,335 370,2 /371,3/739,4 

/740,5/761,4 

(Half mass) suspected double charge. 

Mass 761,4 suspected Na+ adduct 

23 36,635 402,3 /430,6 /385,4 

/407,4/406,9/403,3 

 

11 17,725 384,2 /386,2 /767,4 (Half mass) suspected double charge 24 38,305 415,3 /432,3/437,3/416,3 Mass 437,3 suspected Na+ adduct 

12 21,435 615,2/ 593,1 /616,2 /594,3 

/342,2 /319,4 

Mass 615,1 and 616,0 4 suspected 

Na+ adduct 

25 39,445 446,3/ 429,3/451,2/ 474,3  



 

 

  
 

Figure 4.12: HPLC-Chromatogram EGSB 3 (SP36)                               Figure 4.13: TIC-Chromatogram EGSB 3 (SP36)  

                                                                                                                  



 

Names in figures TIC were automatically assigned based on expected retention time of the 

ICM. However, in the EGSBs only the identity of iohexol was confirmed by mass-specter. 

 

SP36 showed 11 dominant peaks. Peak nr 3 had the same retention time and m/z as the exo-

iohexol. Showing that some iohexol leaves the EGSB 3 as intact parent molecule. No other 

ICM detected in the feed (SP3) was detected in the effluent of EGSB 3. A total of 15 peaks of 

interest was selected in the TIC-chromatogram.  

 

 

     

 

 



 

Table 4.7: All detected masses in peaks from TIC-chromatogram from sample SP36 (effluent from EGSB 3)  

Peak 

number 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment Peak 

number 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment 

               

1 

     4,479 328,2 / 655,3 Dimer (known 

contaminant) 

9 21,960 398,2/796,4 /398,8/795,5/795,0 (Half mass) suspected double 

charge 

2 6,570 696,0 /697,0/718,1 Na+ adduct  10 22,660 377,2/753,6 (Half mass) suspected double 

charge 

3 8,570 821,9 /822,6 /844,9/843,5 Na+ adduct 

821,9/822,6 (iohexol) 

11 23,626 444,2 / 445,3  Possible double charge, but 

positive identification of 

larger mass not present. 

4 10,178 887,5/888,5/ 444,2/445,3 (Half mass) suspected 

double charge 

12 25,151 386,3/385,8/387,2/771,4/793,4 (Half mass) suspected double 

charge 

5 10,578 402,2/403,3/803,4  13 26,118 356,3/711,2/733,4 733,4 suspected Na+ adduct 

Mass 356,3 (Half mass) 

suspected double charge 

6 12,161 371,2 / 372,3  14 31,833 398,7/398,0/795,3/796,0/796,7/ 

817,3 

Mass 817,3 suspected Na+ 

adduct. 

Mass 398,7/398,0 3 (Half 

mass) suspected double 

charge 

7    16,286 739,3 / 740,4/370,4/369,8 (Half mass) suspected 

double charge 

15 36,133 643,2 / 311,1  

8 17,061 352,2 /358,2 /586,1/725,3      



 

       

Figure 4.14: HPLC-Chromatogram Effluent from all EGSB (SP39)            Figure 4.15: TIC-Chromatogram Effluent from all EGSB (SP39)



 

Table 4.8: All detected masses in peaks from TIC-chromatogram from sample SP39 (effluent from all EGSBs). 

Peak  

number 

Retention 

time 

(min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment Peak 

number 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment 

      1 4,435 328,2/655,4/656,4  12 21,265 615,2/593,2/616,1/342,1 Mass 615,2 and 616,1 suspected 

Na+ adduct. 

2 4,765 342,2/343,2  13 21,965 398,4/795,3/796,0 (Half mass) suspected double 

charge 

3 6,555 696,0/718,1 Mass 718,2 suspected Na+ 

adduct 

14 22,410 305,2/328,3/300,3  

4 8,495 822,0/823,0 Iohexol 15 23,605 444,2 Possible double charge, but 

positive identification of larger 

mass not present. 

5 10,105 444,2/445,4/887,4/888,4 (Half mass) suspected double 

charge 

16 24,175 342,4/314,2/384,2  

6 10,505 402,2/403,3/803,3  17 25,125 386,2/793,2 (Half mass) suspected double 

charge 

7 11,195 458,2/459,2/457,7 Possible double charge, but 

positive identification of larger 

mass not present. 

18 25,495 458,2/459,2/333,1 Possible double charge, but 

positive identification of larger 

mass not present. 

8 11,545 416,2/417,3  19 26,155 356,0/356,6/711,3/370,2/733

,2/480,2/357,3 

Mass 733,2 suspected Na+ adduct 

356,0/356,6 (half mass) suspected 

double charge. 

 

9 12,085 371,3/370,7 Possible double charge, but 

positive identification of larger 

mass not present. 

20 28,735 327,3/372,3  

 



 

 

 

Peak  

number 

Retention 

time 

(min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment Peak 

number 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

[M + H+] 

Comment 

10 16,245 739,4/370,2/740,5/371,2 (Half mass) suspected double 

charge 

21 30,825 341,2/386,2/358,3/383,3/342

,2 

 

11 17,675 384,3/767,3 (Half mass) suspected double 

charge 

22 31,8 75 398,6/396,0/795,3/796,3 (Half mass) suspected double 

charge 

    23 34,605 371,3/388,3/393,2 Mass 371,3 2 suspected Na+ 

adduct 

    24 36,595 402,3/430,3/385,2/407,2/405

,3/431,4 

No UV-detection at 254 nm 

    25 38,245 415,3/432,3/460,3 No UV-detection at 254 nm 

    26 39,415 446,2/429,3/474,3/451,2 No UV-detection at 254 nm 



 

 

26 TPs was detected in SP39. No changes in masses were observed between EGSBs and 

connective sample point (SP39). The peak counts of masses only found in EGSB 1 and 2 were 

reduced because of dilution effect when mixed with effluent from EGSB 3.  

 

 

Figure 4.16: Comparison of TIC chromatograms from analysis of EGSB 1 (SP9) EGSB 2 (SP10) and 

EGSB 3 (SP36). 

 

EGSB 3 show fewer peaks in the TIC chromatogram than EGSB 1 and 2. Overview of 

retention time and identified mass for the peaks, show that EGSB 1 and 2 are identical. In 



 

total 9 peaks that were found in EGSB 1 and 2, was not found in EGSB 3 whereas 5 of them 

were not detected by UV at the used wavelength (254 nm). The lack of chromophore in the 

TP can indicate a breakage in the aromatic ring structure. All the masses not detected in UV-

spectrum at 254 nm, had relatively lower mass than peaks detected by in the UV-specter.  

 

4.2.4 Suggested Structures of observed TPs form EGSB (anaerobic reactor) 
 

Masses detected in all EGSBs was TP 696, TP 887, TP 371, TP 740, TP 767, TP795, TP 593, 

TP 458, TP 342, TP711, TP796, TP725, TP 586 and TP 643. Structures was suggested for 

four of them. The structures are TPs of iohexol, which is the most abundant ICM in the feed 

to the EGSB. Chemdraw software was used to draw molecules presented in figure 4.17. 

Following structures have not been described in environmental samples from literature studies 

cited in this study. 

 

    

 

            

 

Figure 4.17: Structures new TPs based on degradation of iohexol.  

All structures have lost one or more iodide ions, with TP 343 having lost all iodide. In all 

structures a hydroxyl group has been added.  

 



 

4.3 HPLC-MS results from aerobic reactor (CFIC/SP29) 
 

 

Figure 4.18: SP29 (Effluent after aerobic treatment) TIC. 

Peaks detected in the TIC chromatogram at retention time after 5 minutes was not detected in 

the UV-chromatogram. The substances in question do not have a chromophore that can be 

detected by ordinary HPLC analysis using 254 nm wavelength in the UV-detector. The cluster 

of peaks in the first 4 minutes contains a variative of molecular weights. The molecules are 

expected to be highly hydrophilic and interact poorly with the C18 stationary phase of the 

HPLC column. Tops late in the chromatogram interacted more strongly with the stationary 

phase and was eluted from the column after the mobile phase gradient was 50:50 of 

Acetonitrile and MilliQ-water.  

 

 

Figure 4.19: SP29 (effluent after aerobic treatment) UV. Only the cluster of peaks the first 4 minutes 

are visible in the UV-chromatogram. No observable peaks in the range 15-40 min in contrast to the 

TIC-chromatogram.



 

 

Table 4.9: SP29 analysis of peaks by MS-spectrometer.  

 

 

Peak 

number 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

M + H+ 

Comment Peak 

number 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

M + H+ 

Comment 

1 16,635 328,3/305,2 Mass 328,3 suspected Na+ 

adduct 

    5    33,145 416,3/388,3/371,1/393,2/371,8 Mass 416,3 suspected Na+ 

adduct of mass 393,2 

2 19,015 342,2/319,2 Mass 342,2 suspected Na+ 

adduct. 

6 35,495 430,2/385,2/402,3/407,3/430,9  

3 25,915 327,3/372,5/344,3/372,0  7 37,850 415,3/460,3/432,3/437,3/461,4  

4 28,355 386,2/341,2/363,2/387,3 Mass 363,2 suspected Na+ 

adduct of mass 341,1 

8 39,065 474,4/446,2/451,3/452,3/429,3/

428,7 

Mass 474,4 Suspected Na+ 

adduct of mass 452,4 

 

 

All observed peaks have a m/z small relative to the parent ICM compounds. The mass size is a strong indication of deiodination since the size of 

iodide (126,9 mw) must be removed full or partly to give TPs with the observed masses.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 4.20: Comparing results from Feed SP3 (top), EGSB SP10 (bottom) and CFIC SP29 (middle) 

shows that parent ICM is not detectable after CFIC (SP29). Small amount of iohexol was detected in 

the after the EGSB (retention time 7-8 min).  

 

 

 



 

4.4 Single ion mass (SIM) scan targeting known deiodinated ICM. 
 

 
 

            Figure 4.21 : SIM- measurement targeting 9 deiodinated ICM  in EGSB 2 (SP10)  

 

 

SIM measurement over a full time range of 2 min -40 min showed 6 peaks of interest. Peak 2, 

4, and 6 were the dominant peaks. The m/z was TP 694,3 (peak 1) TP 451 (peak 2, 3, 5 and 6 

)and TP 366 (peak 4). Peak 1 showed a mass coherent with iohexol molecule with loss of one 

iodide ion. TP 451 is coherent with mono-iodiated intermediate 540. Positioning of the iodide 

on the aromatic ring structure (Otho-Ortho-Para) affect the retention time of the isomer. The 

identification of TP 451 in multiple peaks may be because of  iodide at para or orto position 

of the molecule. Of the 9 target structures, only 3 was detected. 

In SP 29 (effluent from CFIC) only  TP 451 was detected. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4.5 SIM targeting TPs of iohexol known form litterature. 
 

 

Figure 4.22: Peaks observed in a) SP29 b) SP39 and c) SP36 after SIM analysis. 

TPs from chapter 4.4 was applied in addition to TP 868, TP 849, TP 835, TP 833, TP 775, TP 

745, TP 687, TP 657, TP 629, and TP 599 identified in literature [12]. 



 

In SP39 (effluent from all EGSBs) 7 TP (TP 657, TP 451A, TP 833, TP 366, TP 775A, TP 

451B and TP 775B) was identified. In SP36 6 TPs (TP 657, TP 451A, TP 833, TP 366, TP 

775, TP 451B) was identified. The structure of TP 755 corresponds to iohexol parent 

molecule with cleavage of sidechain A1 and a carboxylation of side-chain B [4, 12, 24].  

In SP29 (effluent from CFIC) none of the selected iohexol TPs was observed.  

            

 

 

                      
 

a)  TP 599                              b) TP 775                        c)          TP 657 

 

        

    d)   TP 833                                                      e) TP 451 

Figure 4.23: a) b) c) d) Structures of TPs from iohexol identified in literature [12, 17]  

e) 540-monojod (own figure) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 



 

4.6 Analysis of free iodide by ion-chromatography. 
 

The initial inlet value of free iodide in SP3 was measured to be 16 mg/L. Assuming 30 m3/h 

flow through the system, the daily amount of free iodide in the influent is 11,52 kg/day. 

Results in table 4.10 shows the concentration of free iodide increases to 80-85 mg/L in EGSB 

1 and 2 respectively, while the level of free iodide in EGSB 3 was 55 mg/L. The reactors are 

feed form the same feed tank continuously.  The increase in free iodide through the EGSB 1, 

2, and 3 was 49,7/day, 47,5/day and 28,1 kg/day respectively. ICM are the only source of 

iodide to the EGSB reactors, indicating that dehalogenation of ICM occurs during the 

anaerobic step of the biological treatment plant. No increase in free iodide was observed 

between the EGSB effluent and the CFIC effluent.  

 

 

       
            Figure 4.24: Calibration standard (I- and Cl-)     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      



 

     

      Figure 4.25:  Free iodide in feed solution (SP3)                                                          

 

 
 

        Figure 4.26: Free iodide levels in SP36 (EGSB 3)  

 

 

 

       

          



 

 

         Figure 4.27: Free iodide in effluent from EGSB 1 (SP9)  

 

         Figure 4.28:Free iodide in effluent form EGSB 2 ( SP10 )                           

 

 

 

                                  



 

 

          Figure 4.29 : Free iodide in effluent form CFIC (SP29) 

 

Table 4.10: Results from IC analysis of free iodide (I-) in the effluent from the EGSB 1, 2, 3 and after 

the aerobic reactor. No standards for acetate, sulphate or carbonate were used during the analysis. 

The template of the method automatically assigned the names. However, the presence of the ions is 

likely. 

 

Sample Chloride (g/L) Iodide (mg/L) Other identified peaks 

SP3      5,56   16 Acetate 

SP9 6,45 85 Sulphate, Carbonate 

SP10 6,34 80 Sulphate, Carbonate 

SP36 5,44 55 Sulphate 

SP29 5,70 71 Carbonate, Sulphate 

 

 

Sulfur is added to the EGSB, while the level of sulfur in the feed is limited to small residuals 

of para toluene sulfonic acid (PTSA), from production. Carbonate increases because of CO2 

generated in the solution at pH 8,2-8,4 in the CFIC.   

 



 

4.7 Removal of TPs from effluent using Ion-exchange resins or activated carbon 

(MCN) 
 

4.7.1 Removal of TPs using ion-exchange resin. 

LC-MS was performed after treatment with ion-exchange resin. Testing was performed on 

effluent with neutral pH (pH 6,7), and acidic pH (pH 2). Figure 4.30 and 4.31 shows the MS-

specter of samples after both test set-ups. 

  
 
 Figure 4.30: SP36 (pH 6,7) after Ion exchange.                 Figure 4.31: SP36 (pH2) after ion-exchange. 

 In test sample with neutral pH, 540 and 541 was detected while iohexol was not observed.  

Iohexol are not expected to adhere to the resin. However, the background noise in the TIC area 

could have suppressed the detection of iohexol. Under neutral pH, 15 peaks of interest were 

detected. Na+ adduct formation and observed low masses because of double charge ions, was 

detected in 7 out of 15 TIC peaks. Table 4.11 shows the result form after ion-exchange under 

neural pH conditions. Under pH 2, iohexol and 540 was not detected while 541 and ABA-HCl 

was observed. Table 4.12 shows the results under acidic pH (pH 2). Ion-exchange after pH 

adjustment of the solution did not change the MS-specter. If protonation had occurred prior to 

ion-exchange, it’s expected that less affinity to the ion-exchange resin and subsequent more 

tops in the TIC chromatogram. The peaks in SP36 are therefore suspected not to be acidic 

moieties. The minimal variations observed in the masses observed  



 

in the MS-spectrometer, are likely more an effect of sampling and analytical variance, as the 

amount of these compounds is limited. The detection of m/z of 540 and 541 in the sample 

indicate that reduction of noise by ion-exchange resin, uncovered residual intermediates that 

was undetectable in the HPLC-MS method described in chapter 4.2. 

Table 4.11: Results from analysis from sample from EGSB 3 (SP36) after treatment with ion-exchange 

resin (neutral pH).  Double charges ions and Na+ adduct formation is observed in several peaks. 540 

and 541 (intermediate) was detected, while iohexol was not detected.

Peak 

number 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

M + H+ 

Comment 

1      4,288 328,2 /655,3 655,3 = known contaminant in ABA-HCl 

2 5,929 673,9 / 690,9 / 718,9 /674,8 673,9 and 674,8 likely isomers 

3 6,754 748,0 /749,0 541(intermediate)  

4 8,354 674,8/ 692,8 /698,0  

5 9,678 705,8 /707,0 540 (intermediate) 

6 10,412 402,2/ 403,3 /803,3  

7     10,478 402,2/ 403,3/803,2  

8 12,236 371,1/ 393,4 / 764,2/ 409,2 Mass 393,4 = Suspected Na+ adduct of 

mass 371,1  

9 16,286 370,2 / 371,2 / 739,5/ 740,4 Suspected double charged ion  

10 22,010 795,4/ 398,2 / 399,0/ 796,4 Suspected double charged ion 

11 22,660 377,3/ 753,2 Suspected double charged ion 

12 23,601 444,2/ 445,4/ 887,4 Suspected double charged ion 

13 26,126 386,1 /387,0/793,4/771,4 Mass 793,4= Suspected Na+ adduct of 

mass 771,4    Mass 386,1 and 387,0 

=Suspected double charged ion 

14 31,875 398,1/398,9/795,2/795,9 Suspected double charged ion 

15 36,149 311,1/ 348,9/ 643,2/356,3  



 

Table 4.12: Results from analysis from sample from EGSB 3 (SP36) after treatment with ion-exchange 

resin (pH 2).  Double charges ions and Na+ adduct formation is observed in several peaks. 541 

(intermediate) was detected, while iohexol and 540 was not detected.   

 

Peak 

number 

Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

M + H+ 

Comment 

1 4,221 328,2 /327,7/655,3/656,4 655,3 = known contaminant in ABA-HCl  

2 5,912 673,7/718,8/692,1/695,8   

3 6,795 506,9/747,9 541(intermediate)   

4 8,612 678,8/692,8/675,3/511,8   

5 10,070 444,2/445,3   

6 10,203 444,2/445,3/887,5 Suspected double charged ion  

7 10,503 402,2/403,3/803,5   

8 12,469 371,0/371,5/763,8/372,3   

9 16,361 370,3/739,6/739,0/740,4 Suspected double charged ion   

10 22,026 398,1/399,0/795,4/796,5 Suspected double charged ion   

11 22,743 377,2/753,3/754,4 Suspected double charged ion   

12 23,659 444,2/445,3/887,3 Suspected double charged ion   

13 26,176 356,1/356,7/711,4 Suspected double charged ion   

14 31,950 398,3/795,5/794,9 Suspected double charged ion   

15 36,199 311,1/356,2/349,2/643,3   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4.7.2 Removal of TPs using activated carbon (MCN). 
 

Activated carbon (MCN) is routinely used in the iohexol process as a purification step. The 

carbon is not expected to remove iohexol or iodixanol form the sample. The TIC 

chromatogram shows a drastic reduction in number of peaks and ion-abundance in the TIC 

chromatogram in sample from EGSB 3(SP36) (figure 4.32) and CFIC (SP29) (Figure 4.33). 

Table 4.13 shows that 2 peaks remaining in the sample was identified as iohexol isomers. In 

sample from CFIC (SP29) one peak was visible on the TIC chromatogram (table 4.14). The 

low peak number and relative high background noise compared to the peak, makes it difficult 

to separate the masses form the noise. 

Figure 4.32: SP29 treatment with activated carbon Figure 4.33: SP36 treatment with activated carbon 

 

The amount of activated carbon was rather high in this test (1 g/L effluent). Accurate amounts 

needed to remove TPs is probably lower. It’s also possible that other types of carbon are more 

suitable for the purpose of removing TPs in an industrial scale.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 4.13: Peaks from TIC-chromatogram detected in effluent from EGSB 3 (SP36) after treatment 

with activated carbon.  

Peak number Retention 

time (min) 

m/z (mass to charge) 

M + H+ 

Comment 

1 5,82 312,2/ 367,0/370,4/443,1/315,1 Low peak count /possible 

contaminants /background 

noise 

2 7,420 821,9/822,6/844,7/342,3 Endo isomer Iohexol 

detected 

Mass 844,7 suspected Na+ 

adduct of iohexol. 

3 8,454 821,9/823,2 Exo-isomer iohexol 

detected. 

4 11,475 316,3  

5 15,961 480,7/706,1/992,6/534,2  

 

 

 

Table 4.14: Peak from TIC- chromatogram observed in effluent from CFIC (SP29) after treatment 

with activated carbon.  

Peak number Retention time (min) m/z (mass to charge) 

M + H+ 

Comment 

1 15,936 356,3/536,0/309,0/775,1/919,2 Low peak counts 

Interference of background 

noise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

5. Discussion 

 

5.1 Discussion of results 
 

ICM was degraded in all EGSBs to yield multiple TPs. Small amounts of iohexol were 

detected in effluent from EGSBs. Removal of 96-98 % of iohexol was observed in EGSBs, 

Iohexol was not detected in effluent from CFIC. Iodixanol was not observed in effluent from 

EGSBs. TPs with high m/z are suspected to originated from iodixanol Samples from 

December 2020 showed a minor reduction in iodixanol with subsequent elevated 541 

concentration. This elevation of 541 was not seen in current study. The first intermediate 540 

was not detected after EGSBs.  

TP 696, TP 887, TP 371, TP 740, TP 767, TP795, TP 593, TP 342, TP711, TP796, TP725, TP 

586 and TP 643 was detected in all EGSBs.  

Four new TPs suspected to originate from iohexol (TP 342, TP 711, TP586 and TP 458). The 

TPs structure indicate dehalogenation by hydrolysis, were an OH group replace a halogen.  

 EGSB 3 was commissioned in April 2023. EGSB 1 and 2 was commissioned in 3Q 2020. 

Results from LC-MS showed a clear difference between EGSB 3 and EGSB 1 and 2. In 

EGSB 3 only 15 TPs was detected (25 TPs in EGSB 1 and 2). Peak nr 2, 7, 8, 11, 16, 19, 20, 

22, 24 and 25 present in TIC-chromatogram from EGSB 1 and 2 was not observed in EGSB 

3. Degradation of compounds and the mechanisms that are used, depends on the microbial 

community present, the chemical environment [25, 27]. Study of the microbial community in 

the 3 EGSB reactors showed that there was a significant difference between the first two 

EGSBs and EGSB 3. One of the main differences was the abundance of Geobacter.spp and 

Tenuifilum spp, which was abundant in EGSB 1 and 2, but not in EGSB 3 [35]. 

Geobacter species are specialized in making electrical contact with extracellular electron 

acceptors and other organisms. Geobacter fills an anaerobic diversity niche as a primary agent 

for coupling oxidation of organic compounds to the reduction of metals like Fe (II) and Mn 

(IV) [39].  Anaerobic oxidation of aromatic hydrocarbons and specific oxidation of benzene by 

route of phenol under anaerobic conditions has been seen [40, 41] supports the possible 

structure of TPs identified in this thesis. 



 

Geobacter.spp uses simple organics like ethanol and acetate as electron donors to reduce Fe (II) 

and Mn (IV). Degradation of the nitroaromatic antibiotic Chloramphenicol was seen by 

Geobacter.spp using acetate as sole organic electron donor. 20 mg/L was degraded by reductive 

dehalogenation with 97, 6 % efficiency. Concentration of the substrate affected the removal 

efficiency as toxic levels was reached at 80 mg /L Chloramphenicol [42]. Geobacter.spp have 

been shown to mineralize benzene to CO2 in 5 days [28].  

Tenuifilum spp found in EGSB 1 and 2 have shown the ability to degrade lignin cellulose under 

anaerobic conditions [43] Degradation of lignin occurs in 2 steps 1) non-specific extracellular 

depolymerization 2) mineralization by specific catabolic enzymes and pathways [43, 44]. ICM 

degradation by the white-rot fungi by extracellular ligninolytic enzymes has been observed [4, 

6]. Enzymatic activity and reductive dehalogenation during anaerobic conditions, followed by 

oxidative reactions and specific catabolic pathways under aerobic step may enable the cleavage 

of the aromatic ring structure of ICM. It is further shown that breaking of the aromatic ring 

structure enzymatically to catechol, makes it possible reach mineralization as aerobic 

degradation of catechol produce compounds that readily enters the Krebs cycle [28, 45].  

The high concentration of the ICM in the EGSBs in combination with easily available organic 

compounds like methanol, and acetate may stimulate the degradation. This is in coherence with 

a study showing that deiodination only occurred after addition of ethanol [23]. The effect of 

concentration in the system compared to other studies (ug/L /ng/L) the threshold value for 

biodegradation may also be a reason for the low rate of degradation seen in low concentration 

environments.  

The acclimation for deiodination has been observed to be up to 6 months [27, 30].  The observed 

change in degradation from 2020 to 2023 may be a result of this. The EGSB 3 had been in 

operation for between 2 weeks and 1 month prior to sampling. Compared to EGSB 1 and 2 that 

used about 6 months before there was visual difference in effluent form the WWTP, the 

acclimatation time in EGSB 3 seems to be shorter. This is in accordance with findings in 

literature [27, 30]  

Analysis of free iodide of the feed and the effluent from EGSBs and CFIC, showed an increase 

of iodide through the WWTP. The registered increase from 16 mg/L to maximum 85 mg/L in 

EGSB 1, 80 mg/L in EGSB 2 and 55 mg/L in EGSB 3, support reductive dehalogenation 

occurring. Chloride levels was used as a control ion in the analysis since it is expected to remain 

stable in the system. The observed difference may be because the sampling was done at the 



 

same time and therefor lag in the system (from feed to EGSB effluent) is likely. Iodide was 

comparable in EGSB 1 and 2, while EGSB 3 had a lower level of free iodide in the effluent. 

The lower level of free iodide in the sample from EGSB support the data from the SIM analysis 

targeting TPs related to deiodination, where fewer peaks with less ion-abundance was found in 

EGSB 3. Iodide did not increase through the CFIC (SP29), indicating that dehalogenation only 

took place under anaerobic conditions.  

SIM analysis showed that TPs for deiodinated compound was present in all EGSBs. Three 

known deiodinated masses TP 366 m/z, TP 451 m/z and TP 694 m/z was detected in EGSB 1 

and 2. In EGSB 3 all but TP 694 was detected. In CFIC only TP 451 m/z was found.  

 Full scan using LC-MS showed that 9 peaks present in both EGSB 1 and 2 was not observed 

in EGSB 3. Two of these was visible on the UV-specter, while the other 7 was not. The mass 

detected in the TIC-chromatogram had small mass range (327 m/z – 477 m/z). TPs from ICM 

at this size range would indicate loss of minimum 1 iodide ion in addition to cleavage of 

sidechain. The loss of chromophore at 254 nm can indicate that 1) the substances are degraded 

is a way that results in no absorption in UV-spectrum 2) that the compound is not visible at 254 

nm but would be detectable using another wavelength in the UV-detector. Catechol and its 

derivates however, has a UV-spectrum optimum at 277 nm and should be visible in the HPLC-

chromatogram [45]. However, the total loss of detectability could indicate loss of C-C double 

bonds in a high degree. Since the Central structure of the ICM is a benzene ring (3 double 

bonds), it can be speculated that ring cleavage might be the reason for det observed peaks.  

The loss of visible peaks in the HPLC-UV analysis is even more evident after aerobic 

degradation where 8 peaks was only identified in the TIC, while a cluster of peaks where eluted 

in the first 4 min of the 48 min run was observed in the UV-specter. Also indicating a significant 

change in structure of the detected compounds.  

Intermediate and impurities from ICM production are not found in nature in the same way as 

the pharmaceutical itself. These compounds also generate TPs, making the puzzle of 

identification by looking at mass alone difficult. TPs for the intermediates 540 and 541 are not 

found in literature. The number of unknown TPs observed in this study is not unexpected. 

In the last part of the test period effluent from EGSB and CFIC was treated using activated 

carbon and ion-exchange resins. Use of activated carbon have been used to treat micropollutant 

from hospitals effluents with positive effect [46]. 



 

 MCN carbon did not remove iohexol or 541 from the effluent. The peaks became more visible 

in the TIC chromatogram, as the other TPs was readily removed from solution. The low peak 

counts in the unknown compounds remain after treatment makes it difficult to separate from 

the background noise. Treatment of effluent showed 1 peak in the TIC-chromatogram. 

However, noise to signal was high and the observed peak cluster might be mostly background 

noise.  

5.2 Discussion of methods 

The method for detection of ICM was made based on internal method used in the iodixanol 

process on site. The reason for this is a better resolution due to longer run using a gradient 

elution method. Separation in feed solution SP3 showed that all compound achieved baseline 

separation. As the chemical structure in the TPs differs from that of the parent compounds the 

method might be less suitable. After SP29 separation of the peaks visible in the UV-spectrum 

is poor. A method dedicated to analysis of this sample point might be necessary to evaluate 

degradation of ICM and TPs.  

Sample was only filtered prior to injection on the LC-MS. The use of extraction like liquid-

liquid extraction, SPE or other protocols are often used to remove contaminants. Omitting this 

step have been demonstrated in literature [47], but may reduce sensitivity in the MS. The 

matrix of the feed solution to the EGSB contain only alcohols, acetate and ICM residuals, 

whereas other studies have been centered around municipality WWTP, natural waters, soil, 

and sediment. The choice to omit the extraction was made due to sample matrix in SP3. 

However, contaminants from the EGSB of CFIC can have affected the analysis.  

MS parameters selected to give the best results for ICM parent compounds. The highest 

overall performance was seen in method 1, which was the default parameters suggested by the 

Chromeleon 7.3 cobra wizard. Tests was performed on EGSBs, but not on the CFIC. Optimal 

MS- parameters for analysis of CFIC (SP29) might have been sub-optimal.  

Single-quad methods have lower resolving power adding uncertainty in identifications of 

smaller peaks. Using SIM mode was more suitable for detecting TPs with known mass. 

Repression of analytes with low abundance is possible due to the background noise in the 

system. The injection volume of the sample was increased from 10 µl to 50 µl, to increase the 

analyte/ noise ratio. This gave good results. However, the level of NaCl (1,5 %) and other 

salts in the sample, increased the background over time. It was necessary to clean the 

instrument with water and 50:50 water/acetonitrile for longer periods. The ion-transfer tube 



 

that transfer the ions to the quadropoly in the MS, was cleaned to remove contaminants in the 

system. Replacement became necessary when separation in the TIC-chromatograms was no 

longer possible. The instrument was used by several operators and projects in the period. 

Therefor the much care was taken in cleaning the instrument.  

Na + adduct formation and half mass due to double charge in the molecule was observed in 

all samples. This is known challenges when interpreting single-quad MS-data [37, 48]. 

6. Conclusion 

Removal of up to 98 % of iohexol was observed in the EGSBs. ICM was not detected after 

CFIC. Compared to analysis form 2020 the increase in degradation have increased drastically. 

The acclimation period in EGSB 1 and 2 was higher than for EGSB 3. The difference in 

microbial community shown in the EGSBs are the most likely reason for the discrepancy 

between EGSB 3 and the other two. Free iodide increased through the EGSBs, but not in the 

CFIC. TPs for deiodinated known masses was detected in all EGSBs, but with lower peak 

counts in EGSB 3. Four new iohexol TP structures was suggested. All of which had lost one 

more iodide ion. This correlated with the relative observed increase in free iodide in the 

reactors. The levels of free iodide and the presence of TPs in EGSB effluent, indicates the 

occurrence of reductive dehalogenation and hydrolysis. 

 TPs from EGSB and CFIC was readily removed from solution using MCN activated carbon, 

while ion-exchange resins were less effective. An adapted and optimized biological treatment 

plant in combination with polish step for degradation of TPs generated in CFIC can reduce the 

emission of ICM to the environment. 

7. Further work 

To fully determine the structure of the data from the single-quad MS, further analysis is 

needed. Separation of TPs by preparative HPLC followed by triple quadrupole MS and NMR 

can be the next step to fully understand the processes in the WWTP, which is unique in terms 

of ICM degradation. Isolation of TPs for making calibration standards is necessary to create a 

quantitative method to be used routinely at the plant. Further surveillance of the iodide mass-

balance can be a good method to follow the change of reductive dehalogenation over time.  

Last the isolation of TPs makes it possible to perform specific toxicity testing that will 

become vital to make a risk assessment for the release of observed TPs to the environment. 
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Appendix 1:  

 
Table A_1: Results from optimization of MS method 

Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 5 Method 6 

m/z Height 

count 

m/z Height 

counts 

m/z Height 

counts 

m/z Height 

counts 

m/z Height counts m/z Height 

counts 

328,1 /655,1 6722592 328,0 5795504 328,1 4063431 328,2/329,3 4622036 328,0 /655,1 9955405 328,0/655,0 4632519 

444,1/887,3 2056639 444,2/466,0 2225602 444,1/466,0 1110303 444,1 1452280 444,1 /445,2 3161330 444,2/445,1/

665,7 

1537026 

402,1/403,1/

803,3 

3909366 402,0/403,0 3312321 402,1 2592777 402,0/402,6 3015821 402,1/403,1/

803,2 

5634998 492,1/602,9 3647834 

369,8/370,3/

739,3 

3339859 370,0 3231123 370,2/369,5/

371,1 

1368996 370,1/371,3/

739,1 

1823043 369,8/370,4/

739,2 

4931790 370,0/739,1 1965443 

297,1 643532 444,2/466,1 581512 296,9/319,2/

297,5 

635362 795,4/796,1 693990 297,1/298,0 997730 444,2/443,6 881977 

398, 5/ 

397,9/795,4 

1603063 398,1/795,0/

796,0 

1293954 398,3/795,4/

794,9 

578707 376,9/377,6/

753,6 

711110 398,1/795,2 2312958 377,5/376,8/

753,1 

686760 

377,1/377,9/

753,4 

1271418 377,2/377,8/

775,3 

883460 377,2/753,3/

774,2 

1387308 444,2/443,6/

445,1 

558533 376,9/377,7/

753,2 

1942304 444,0/444,6/

445,2 

1721702 

444,1/405,2 2196055 444,1/445,1 18664152 444,0/445,1 473915 194,1/166,1 1346762 444,1 3063033 194,1/166,3/

151,1 

582299 

386,1 930582 386,1/408,0/

423,0 

648191 386,1 408072 385,7/386,3/

280,9 

657540 385,9/386,9/

793,2 

1211318 386,0/310,6/

151,6 

570948 

356,0/356,6 857141 356,0/356,6/

733,3 

574394 356,2 443390 356,4/356;9/

448,6 

594274 356,0/356,5/

711,2 

1275632 356,2 528396 

398,0/398,6/

795,4 

1297689 398,1/398,7/

795,3 

10335667 398,0/398,5/

795,2 

520503 398,5/484,0/

822,6 

484455 398,1/398,8/

795,2 

1883139 398,2/483,9/

569,9 

662532 



 

Table A_2: Raw data used for calculation precision. Injection 1 in each was discarded du to HPLC 

pump error. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Calibration of HPLC-MS method. 

Calibration curve made in Chromeleon 7.3 data handling system. For each compound used in 

the standard solution.  

 

 

Figure A_1_1: Linearity ABA-HCl 



 

 

Figure A_1_2: Linearity 541 

 

 

Figure A_1_3: Linearity Iohexol (endo and exo-isomers are combined in this standard) 

 



 

 

Figure A_1_4: Linearity 540 

 

 

Figure A_1_5: Linearity Iodixanol 

 



 

Appendix 2 

Peaks TPs in SP9 (EGSB 1) 

      

Figure A_2_1: SP9_peak 1_MS-specter                     Figure: A_2_2   SP9_peak 2_MS-specter                                                                                                                               

      

Figure: A_2_3   SP9_peak 3_MS-specter                        Figure A_2_4: SP9_peak 4_MS-

specter                                                                  



 

           

Figure A_2_5: SP9_peak 5_MS-specter                         Figure: A_2_6: SP9_peak 6_MS-

specter                                                                                                                                                                        

          

Figure: A_2_7:  SP9_peak 7_MS-specter                  Figure: A_2_8:  SP9_peak 8_MS-specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 



 

 

 

          

Figure: A_2_9: SP9_peak 9_MS-specter                         Figure: A_2_10: SP9_peak 10_MS-

specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

             

Figure: A_2_11:  SP9_peak 11_MS-specter       Figure: A_2_12:  SP9_peak 12_MS-specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 



 

 

 

 

             

Figure: A_2_13:  SP9_peak 13_MS-specter             Figure: A_2_14:  SP9_peak 14_MS-

specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 



 

          

Figure: A_2_15:  SP9_peak 15_MS-specter             Figure: A_2_16:  SP9_peak 16_MS-

specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

         

Figure: A_2_17:  SP9_peak 17_MS-specter                 Figure: A_2_18:  SP9_peak 18_MS-

specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       



 

 

          

Figure: A_2_19:  SP9_peak 19_MS-specter               Figure: A_2_20:  SP9_peak 20_MS-

specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

       

Figure: A_2_21:  SP9_peak 21_MS-specter                Figure: A_2_22:  SP9_peak 22_MS-

specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   



 

 

       

Figure: A_2_23:  SP9_peak 23_MS-specter                Figure: A_2_24:  SP9_peak 24_MS-

specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

Figure: A_2_25:  SP9_peak 25_MS-specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        



 

Peaks TPs SP10 (EGSB 2) 

  
Figure: A_2_26:SP10_peak 1_MS-specter        Figure: A_2_27:  SP10_peak 2_MS-specter 

   

Figure: A_2_27:  SP10_peak 3_MS-specter                       Figure: A_2_28:  SP10_peak 

4_MS-specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 



 

     

Figure: A_2_29:  SP10_peak 5_MS-specter      Figure: A_2_30:  SP10_peak _6_MS-specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

   
Figure: A_2_31:  SP10_peak 7_MS-specter    Figure: A_2_32:  SP10_peak 8-MS_specter 

 



 

       

Figure: A_2_33:  SP10_peak 9_MS-specter       Figure: A_2_34:  SP10_peak 10_MS-specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Figure: A_2_35:  SP10_peak 11_MS-specter   Figure: A_2_36: SP10_peak12_MSspecter                                                                                                                                                           



 

 

Figure: A_2_37:  SP10_peak 13_MS-specter Figure: A_2_38:  SP10_peak 14_MS_specter                                                                                                       

  

Figure: A_2_39:  SP10_peak 15_MS-specter   Figure: A_2_40:  SP10_peak 16 _MS_specter                                               



 

       

Figure: A_2_41:  SP10_peak 17_MS-specter      Figure: A_2_42:  SP10_peak 18_MS-

specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

   

Figure: A_2_43:  SP10_peak 19_MS-specter     Figure: A_2_44:  SP10_peak 20_MS-specter                                                                                                                                      



 

     

Figure: A_2_45:  SP10_peak 21_MS-specter    Figure: A_2_46:  SP10_peak 22_MS-

specter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

     

Figure: A_2_46:  SP10_peak 23_MS-specter     Figure: A_2_47:  SP10_peak 24_MS-specter               



 

 

Figure: A_2_46:  SP10_peak 25_MS-specter                    

Peaks TPs SP36 (EGSB 3) 

 

Figure: A_2_47:  SP36_peak 1_MS-specter        Figure: A_2_48:  SP36_peak 2_MS-specter                                  



 

    

Figure: A_2_49:  SP36_peak 3_MS-specter        Figure: A_2_50:  SP36_peak 4_MS-specter                                             

    

Figure: A_2_51:  SP36_peak 5_MS-specter       Figure: A_2_52:  SP36_peak 6_MS-specter                                  

             



 

   

Figure: A_2_53:  SP36_peak 6_MS-specter         Figure: A_2_54:  SP36_peak 7_MS-specter                                  

   

Figure: A_2_55:  SP36_peak 8_MS-specter         Figure: A_2_56:  SP36_peak 9_MS-specter                                  



 

       

Figure: A_2_57:  SP36_peak 10_MS-specter       Figure: A_2_58:  SP36_peak 11_MS-specter                                  

     

Figure: A_2_59:  SP36_peak 12_MS-specter       Figure: A_2_60:  SP36_peak 13_MS-specter                                  

              



 

    

Figure: A_2_61:  SP36_peak 14_MS-specter                                  

 

Peaks TPs SP29 

     

Figure: A_2_62:  SP29_peak 1_MS-specter       Figure: A_2_63:  SP29_peak 2_MS-specter                                  

                 



 

     

Figure: A_2_64:  SP29_peak 3_MS-specter          Figure: A_2_65:  SP29_peak 4_MS-specter                                  

     

Figure: A_2_65:  SP29_peak 5_MS-specter           Figure: A_2_66:  SP29_peak 6_MS-specter                                  

              

 



 

    

Figure: A_2_67:  SP29_peak 7_MS-specter          Figure: A_2_68:  SP29_peak 8_MS-specter     

Peaks TPs SP39 (effluent all EGSBs) 

      

Figure: A_2_69:  SP39_peak 1_MS-specter        Figure: A_2_70:  SP39_peak 2_MS-specter                                  

                



 

     

Figure: A_2_71:  SP39_peak 3_MS-specter           Figure: A_2_72:  SP39_peak 4_MS-specter                                  

           

   

Figure: A_2_73:  SP39_peak 5_MS-specter         Figure: A_2_74:  SP39_peak 6_MS-specter                                  



 

   

Figure: A_2_75:  SP39_peak 7_MS-specter          Figure: A_2_76:  SP39_peak 8_MS-specter                                  

    

Figure: A_2_77:  SP39_peak 9_MS-specter        Figure: A_2_78:  SP39_peak 10_MS-specter                                               



 

    

Figure: A_2_79:  SP39_peak 11_MS-specter      Figure: A_2_80:  SP39_peak 12_MS-specter                                  

    

Figure: A_2_81:  SP39_peak 13_MS-specter      Figure: A_2_82:  SP39_peak 14_MS-specter                                  



 

    

Figure: A_2_83:  SP39_peak 15_MS-specter       Figure: A_2_84:  SP39_peak 16_MS-specter                                  

    

Figure: A_2_85:  SP39_peak 17_MS-specter      Figure: A_2_86:  SP39_peak 18_MS-specter                                                 



 

     

Figure: A_2_87:  SP39_peak 19_MS-specter      Figure: A_2_88:  SP39_peak 20_MS-specter                                  

   

Figure: A_2_89:  SP39_peak 21_MS-specter      Figure: A_2_90:  SP39_peak 22_MS-specter                                  



 

     

Figure: A_2_91:  SP39_peak 23_MS-specter     Figure: A_2_92:  SP39_peak 24_MS-specter                                  

      

Figure: A_2_93:  SP3_peak 25_MS-specter         Figure: A_2_94:  SP3_peak 26_MS-specter                                  

               

 



 

Peaks TPs in SP3 (BC70/71 feedtank) 

 

     

Figure: A_2_96:  SP3_peak 1_MS-specter              Figure: A_2_97:  SP3_peak 2_MS-specter                                  

 

 

     

    Figure: A_2_98:  SP3_peak 3_MS-specter          Figure: A_2_99:  SP3_peak 4_MS-specter         

 



 

                

Figure: A_2_100:  SP3_peak 5_MS-specter          Figure: A_2_101:  SP3_peak 6_MS-specter          

         

Figure: A_2_102:  SP3_peak 7_MS-specter        Figure: A_2_103:  SP3_peak 8_MS-specter             



 

            

Figure: A_2_104:  SP3_peak 9_MS-specter       Figure: A_2_105:  SP3_peak 10_MS-specter        

      

Figure: A_2_9:  SP3_peak 11_MS-specter           

 

 



 

Appendix 3 
 

Following section is the validation protocol and report that was made in MLJ-690 as a 

preparation for this thesis. The method principle and evaluation of robustness, QL/DL and 

repeatability was assumed comparable to the method that after change of column from Altima 

to YMC. The reason for the change was the need for a smaller diameter column to use with 

flow rate 0,250 ml/min to the MS-spectrometer. The change in system from Ultimate 3000 to 

Vanquish Flex (both from Thermo Scientific) did not show changes of consequence under 

system suitability testing using the same standard solution.  

Method validation for detection of X-ray media in wastewater effluent from 

biological treatment. 

Method: BIO-DET_IOX_541_540_ABA-HCl 

 

Abstract: 
This validation protocol describes the procedure for validation of analytical method used to 

detect X-ray media and degradation products found in wastewater.  

 

The validation includes the evaluation of accuracy, precision (as repeatability and 

intermediate precision), linearity, range, detection limit, and robustness against change in 

pH and salt concentration.  

 

This protocol also describes the acceptance criteria for all parameters and handling of 

deviations from protocol.  

 

Report of the results, statistical data and verification of method suitability is added to the 

protocol when finished.  
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1. Aim & objective 

This protocol describes the validation of method BIO_IOH_IDX_541_540 to be used in 

quantification of iodine contrast media in wastewater.  

The purpose of the validation is to give validated documentation of the ableness of the method 

to be used as intended. 

The method is to be used to detect the change in contrast media before, during and after 

biological treatment with anaerobic and aerobic reactors. The method shall be able to detect 

all parent compounds as-well as detection of intermediates and degradation products.  

Quantitative detection for all parent compounds and qualitative detection of degradation 

products.  

1.1 Scope 

Parameters that will be evaluated 

• Accuracy 

• Precision as repeatability  

• Linearity I the range 0-0,300 Kg/m3 contrast media. 

• Detection limits (DL) 

• Quantification limit (QL) 

• Robustness in gradients of salts and variation in pH.  



 

The HPLC- method is to be used in R&D projects concerning optimization and testing of the 

conditions during biological treatment.  

2. Instrument description. 

The validation will be performed using a HPLC system referred to as system 183 from now 

on. The system is a Thermo Scientific model Ultima 3000. The system used a variable-

wavelength UV-detector operated at 254 nm. The system uses Chromeleon data management 

system for integration and reporting.  

HPLC column to be used during the validation of the method is an Alltima, C18 Rocket from 

HICHROM (53x7 mm). Particle size in the stationary phase in the column is 3 µm.  

3. Sample description 

Method is to be used in analysis of feed and effluent from biological treatment. The method 

can be used for detection and quantification of contrast media in both bench-top, pilot and 

full-scale biological treatment tests/evaluations. The range of the test concentrations used 

represents the normal expected feed and effluent concentration from the facility. Variations is 

pH, salt is not large in the facility, but is included in the validation for use in R&D testing and 

purposes. The concentration of contrast media range is normally 0,01-0,02 %, normal salt 

concentration is from 0,5-1,5 %. Max conductivity at 25 mS/cm. The pH in feed usually 

ranges from 4,5-5,3 into the anaerobic reactor while the effluent is about 7,5-8,0. The effluent 

from the aerobic plant usually ranges from 7,9-8,3. The validation accommodates the 

observed ranges in salts and pH. Testing of the effect of pH and salts will be included, but no 

higher than necessary due to risk of precipitation in HPLC eluent (Acetonitrile) and damage 

on the HPLC column.  

4.Method description 

The analysis is used to quantify contrast media in wastewater. The components that are quantified 

range from very water soluble to low water solubility. The column C18 is often used to separate 

hydrophobic compounds. However, the separation on the C18, has been proven stable and less 

difficult to operate than helix column that often is recommended for separation of hydrophilic 

compounds. Reversed phase HPLC is used with a gradient using milliQ-water and 50% acetonitrile. 

He sample is injected and applied on the column. Separation is accomplished by utilizing the 

difference in interaction between the analyte and the non-polar stationary phase in the column. Water 

is used initially to carry the components over the column, the acetonitrile increases during the run to 

slow down the passage of the components enough to insure proper separation. In the end of the run the 

water is used to elute the component of the substance. The analytes contain double bonds (benzene 

ring) that absorbs UV-light with a peak at 245 nm.  The analytes have a high response, and it is 

sufficient to use 254 nm as detection wavelength. This is the standard wavelength for mercury-lamp. 

The response from the detector is proportional with the amount of each analyte. Standards with known 

concentration are used in each sequence run and is used to accurately quantify the analytes. The 

amount of each component is reported as areal %, while the standards is used after the analysis to 

calculate the actual amount of the analyte in the wastewater.    

 

 

 



 

Instrument:    HPLC system 183 

Column Alltima, C18 Rocket fra HICHROM (53x7 mm) 

Particle size: 3µm 

Mobil phase: 
Eluent A: 100 % Milli-Q water 

Eluent C: 50 % Acetonitrile in Milli-Q water 

Flow: 1,5 mL/min 

Injection volume 10 µL 

Detector: UV: 254 nm 

Methode/Chromeleon 
Method, with report format, selected system and gradient check 

before starting up. 

 

Gradient program: during all runs on the HPLC system.   

Time (min) C: 50 % ACN A: Milli-Q 

0 0.5 99.5 

13 23 77 

20 23 77 

22 0.5 99.5 

 

5. Experimental set-up 

5.1 Equipment 

HPLC system 183 (Thermo scientific Ultimate 3000) with quad-pump, UV/VIS-variable 

wave-length detector, column-compartment with oven, and autosampler. Method set-up is 

generated in Chromeleon chromatography system.  

5.2 Chemicals and standards 

The validation will be using standard solutions of intermediates and parent compound as well 

as first raw material.  

540:  10000 µg/mL (10 kg/m3) 

541:  10000 µg/mL (10 kg/m3) 

Iohexol:              15000 µg/mL (15 kg/m3) 

ABA-HCl:             10000 ug/ml (10 Kg/m3) 
 

The weight of the compounds must be corrected for the water content before calculation and 

preparation of the standards.  Weight corrected for water content shall be: 

 

540: 1,0 g ±0,01 g   

541: 1,0 g ±0,01 g   

Iohexol: 1,5 g ±0,01 g  

ABA-HCl  1,0 g± 0,01 g 



 

Water contents are analyzed by using Carl Fisher titration. Dry powdered standard compounds are 

added to methanol and hydranal- 5 (titrant) is added, reacting with water until an end point is met.  

Samples in the method will be calculated using following formula: 

Consentration (mg/L ) =
Areal component (sample)∙cons (std)

Areal (std)
  

 

5.3 Validation program 

Validation program is given in table 5-3-1. 

Test set Instrument Day Concentration level (number of 

samples) 

Validation parameter. 

L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 

1 System 183 1 3 6 1 6 1 6 Accuracy 

Repeatability 

Linearity 

DL/QL 

2 System 183 2 3 6 1 6 1 6 Replicate 

3 System 183 1 - - - 3 - - Robustness 

 

5.4 Program for testing robustness. 

 

  Robustness testing is tested for evaluation the impact of variation in pH and salt content that 

can be expected in the wastewater. Variation in the validation is set within the realistic values 

and will quantify the potential impact of these variations on the quantification of analytes (X-

ray contrast media).   

Salt content: 0%, 3%  

pH: 3, 5 and 9.  

The robustness will be performed on a single concentration level (L3). Three parallels will be 

analyzed. 

 

Table 5-4-1: Program showing the tests of robustness. 

Concentration 

level 

Number of parallels Salt content (%) pH 

R1 3 0 5 

R2 3 0 3 

R3 3 3 5 

R4 3 3 3 

R5 3 3 9 

R6 3 0 9 

 

 



 

 5.5 Specificity 

Specificity in HPLC analysis is performed by verifying that the peak in the sample is 

sufficiently separated when together in a matrix. Verification of this will be done by 

observing chromatograms of all test sets. 

 

 5.6 Calculation of results. 

Calculation is done manually in Exel by using following formula: 

Kg/m3 = 
𝐾𝑂𝑛𝑠.𝑆𝑡𝑑∗𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 % (𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒)

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 % 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑
 

 

6. Validation procedure 

6.1 Preparation of test samples. 

6.1.1 Determination of water content in standards. 

Table 5-6-1. Water content registered in standards. 

 

 

 

6.1.2 Preparation of stock-solutions. 

1,00 ±0,01 g, corrected for water content given in table 5 is added to 100 ml glass measuring 

flask and diluted by distilled water. Concentration is equal to 100 mg/L.  



 

Table 6-1-1: Amount of contrast media standards in stock solutions. 

  

 

6.1.3 Preparations of test samples. 

 Test samples is made by diluting stock solutions from table 7. L0 and L1 is diluted in a 500 ml 

measuring flask and L2-L5 is diluted in a 100 ml measuring flask using fresh distilled water. 

Replicates for each level is given in table 3. 

Table 6-1-2: Added contrast media to each concentration level used in the validation.  

 

 

6.1.4 Preparation of samples for robustness testing. 

Salt-solution (15%) is made by weighing in 30,0 g ± 0,1 g NaCl in a 200 ml measuring flask 

in distilled water.  

Test samples are made by diluting from stock solutions for the different analytes, adding salt 

solution and adjusting the pH according with table 8. Each sample level of dilution is made in 

a 100 ml measuring flask with distilled water.  

R1 is the same level as L3 described in table 7. pH values are measured by using pH-test strips 

and is ca values for this reason.  

Table 6-1-3: Preparation of samples for robustness testing. 



 

 

 

6.2 Test set 1. 

• 3 parallels on level L0 

• 6 parallels on level L1 

• 1 Parallels on level L2 

• 6 parallels on level L3 

• 6 parallel on level L4 

• 1 Parallels on level L5 

 

In addition, a blank sample is made.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 6-2-1: Data recording test-set 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

6.3 Test set 2 

Table 6-3-1: Robustness testing. 

 

7. Reporting 

7.1 Accuracy 

Accuracy is calculated by evaluation recovery after 6 measurements at 3 levels (L1, L3 and L5, 

3 Parallels at level L0. 

Accuracy (%) = 
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑔/𝐿

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑔/𝐿
 * 100 % 

Parameters reported: Concentrations, average values (every level), 95% confidens interval 

(each level). 

Accept criteria: 

Recovery (average at every level): 90%-110%  

7.2 Precision 

7.2.1 Repeatability 



 

Precision as repeatability Is calculated using 6 parallels at level L1, L3 and L5 in test set 1. 

Reported parameters: Single values (concentrations), Average, standard deviation, relative 

standard deviation on every level and confident interval on each level. 

Accept criteria: RSD ≤ 5% 

7.3 Linearity  

Linearity is calculated using measured concentrations using 6 levels from test set 1.  

Presented by:  

• A plot of calculated values (X-axis) against measured values (Y-axis) 

• Correlation coefficient ® 

• 95 % Confidents interval for cross/section. 

• Residual plot 

• Regression-line 

 

Accept criteria: 

 

• Correlation factor: r ≥ 0,985 

• 95 % Confidence interval for intercept. 

• Residuals evenly distributed (around 0) 

 

 

 

7.4 Detection limit (DL) and quantification limit (QL) 

DL and QL is calculated using formula:  

DL (mg/L) = 
3,3∗𝑆𝑏

𝑏
                QL (mg/L) = 

10∗𝑆𝑏

𝑏
 

Where Sb is the standard deviation for the 3 parallels of L0 in test set 1 and b is the slope for 

the regression line.  

If the amount that is in the sample is not detectable the L1 can be used.  

DL and QL is reported as mg/L. 

Accept criteria: 

• DL/QL by similar methods have been determined previously. Expected level is < 5 

mg/L. 

7.5 Robustness 

Robustness against different levels of salt-concentration and pH.  

• Single values (concentration)¨ 

• Average, absolute (SD), and relative standard deviation.  



 

• Total average using all measurements with belonging absolute and relative standard 

deviation.  

 

Accept criteria: 

• RSD of total average ≤ 10 %  

8. Deviations 

Problems and deviations from this protocol shall be discussed in under the results.  

9. Results 

9.1 Accuracy 

Concentration measurements from 6 replicated from test set 1 at three levels L1, L3 and L5 and 

3 replicates from L0. 

Table 9-1-1: Accuracy for 540 test-set 1 

Level Rep Theoretical 

concentration mg/l  

Measured 

concentration 

mg/l 

Recovery % Statistics 

L0QL 1  

10 

9,95 99,5 Average: 99,2 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

99,2±1,1 

 

2 9,93 99,3 

3 9,89 

98,9 

 

 

L1 

1  

 

20 

20,78 103,9 Average: 104,3 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

104,3±0,41 

2 20,86 104,3 

3 20,89 104,5 

4 20,90 104,5 

5 20,86 104,3 

6 20,90 104,5 

 

 

L3 

1  

 

100 

97,50 97,5 Average: 97,5 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

97,5 ±0,29 

2 97,20 97,2 

3 97,09 97,1 

4 97,80 97,8 

5 97,75 97,8 

6 97,91 97,9 

 

 

L5 

1  

 

300 

304,67 101,6 Average: 101,8 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

101,8±0,40 

 

2 305,37 101,8 

3 305,78 101,9 

4 305,80 101,9 

5 305,15 101,7 

6 305,59 101,9 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 9-1-2: Accuracy for 541 test-set 1 

Level Rep Theoretical 

concentration mg/l  

Measured 

concentration 

mg/l 

Recovery % Statistics 

L0QL 1  

10 

 9,99 99,9  Average:    100,7  

  

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

100,7±2,6 

2 10,13 101,3  

3 10,09 

100,9  

 

 

L1 

1  

 

20 

21,15 105,8 Average: 105,3    

    

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

105,3±1,9 

2 21,11 105,6 

3 21,13 105,7 

4 20,86 104,3  

5 21.04 105,2  

6 21,12 105,6  

 

 

L3 

1  

 

100 

97,42 97,4 Average: 97,9     

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

 

97,9±1,7 

2 97,58 97,6 

3 98,61 98,6 

4 98,18 98,2 

5 98,25 98,3 

6 97,53 97,5 

 

 

L5 

1  

 

300 

302,92 101,0 Average: 101,1 

         

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

101,1±2,0 

 

 

2 303,18 101,1  

3 301,60 100,5 

4 303,44 101,1 

5 306,32 102,1 

6 302,19 
100,7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 9-1-3: Accuracy for iohexol test-set 1 

Level Rep Theoretical 

concentration mg/l  

Measured 

concentration 

mg/l 

Recovery % Statistics 

L0QL 1  

10 
10,03  100,3 Average:   100,5    

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

100,5±0,9 

2 10,05  100,5 

3 
10,08  100,8 

 

 

L1 

1  

 

20 

21,19  106,0 Average:  106,3     

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

106,3±0,3 

2 21,27  106,4 

3 21,29  106,5 

4 21,22  106,1 

5 21,24  106,2 

6 21,29  106,5 

 

 

L3 

1  

 

100 

98,79  98,8 Average: 99,0     

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

99,0±0,5 

2 98,83  98,8 

3 98,53  98,5 

4 99,12  99,1 

5 98,99  99,0 

6 99,64  99,6 

 

 

L5 

1  

 

300 

307,77  102,6 Average: 103,0       

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

103,0±0,2 

 

 

2 309,01  103,0 

3 309,04  103,0 

4 309,35  103,1 

5 309,11  103,0 

6 309,05  103,0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 9-1-4: Accuracy for ABA-HCl test-set 1 

Level Rep Theoretical 

concentration mg/l  

Measured 

concentration 

mg/l 

Recovery % Statistics 

L0QL 1  

10 
9,39  93,9 Average:  93,7    

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

93,7±4,9 

2 9,23  92,3 

3 
9,5  95,0 

 

 

L1 

1  

 

20 

19,76  98,8 Average:  100,8    

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

100,8±4,7 

2 21,63  108,2 

3 19,79  99,0 

4 20,09  100,5 

5 19,94  99,7 

6 19,8  99,0 

 

 

L3 

1  

 

100 

98,17  98,2 Average: 97,6    

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

97,6±1,4 

2 96,17  96,2 

3 96,59  96,6 

4 97,95  98,0 

5 97,95  98,0 

6 98,96  99,0 

 

 

L5 

1  

 

300 

302,97  101,0 Average: 101,4       

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

101,4±1,2 

 

 

2 306,87  102,3 

3 304,67  101,6 

4 299,19  99,7 

5 306,48  102,2 

6 305,06  101,7 

 

9.2 Precision 

Precision as repeatability was tested by comparing results of 540, 541, iohexol and ABA-HCl 

from 6 replicated from test set 1 at three levels L1, L3 and L5 and 3 replicates from L0. Table 9-

1, 9-2, 9-3 and 9-4 shows the results of analysis.  

 Table: 9-2-1 Precision for 540 test- set 1. 

Level Rep Measured 

concentration 

mg/l 

Statistics 

L0QL 1 9,95  Average: 9,9  

STD: 0,03 

RSD:  0,3 % 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

9,9±0,10 

2 9,93  

3 

9,89  

 

 

L1 

1 20,78  Average: 20,9    

STD:0,05 

RSD: 0,2 % 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

2 20,86  

3 20,89  

4 20,9  

5 20,86  



 

6 20,9  9,9±0,06 

 

 

L3 

1 97,5  Average: 97,5   

STD: 0,33 

RSD:  0,3 % 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

97,5±0,44 

2 97,2  

3 97,09  

4 97,8  

5 97,75  

6 97,91  

 

 

L5 

1 304,67  Average: 305,4   

STD: 0,43 

RSD:  0,1 % 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

305,4±0,56 

 

 

2 305,37  

3 305,78  

4 305,8  

5 305,15  

6 
305,59  

 

Table: 9-2-2 Precision for 541 test-set 1 

Level Rep Measured 

concentration 

mg/l 

Statistics 

L0QL 1 9,99  Average:  10,1   

STD: 0,07 

RSD: 0,7 % 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

10,1±0,26 

2 10,13  

3 

10,09  

 

 

L1 

1 21,15  Average: 21,1 

STA: 0,11 

RSD: 0,5%    

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

21,1±0,14 

2 21,11  

3 21,13  

4 20,86  

5 21,04  

6 21,12  

 

 

L3 

1 97,42  Average: 97,9  

STD:0,48 

RSD:0,5% 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

97,9±0,62 

2 97,58  

3 98,61  

4 98,18  

5 98,25  

6 97,53  

 

 

L5 

1 302,92  Average: 303,3    

STD: 1,64 

RSD:  0,5% 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

303,3±2,12 

 

 

2 303,18  

3 301,6  

4 303,44  

5 306,32  

6 
305,59  

 



 

Table: 9-2-3 Precision for iohexol test- set 1. 

Level Rep Measured 

concentration 

mg/l 

Statistics 

L0QL 1 10,03  Average:  10,1 

STD: 0,03 

RSD: 0,3% 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

10,1±0,09 

2 10,05  

3 

10,08  

 

 

L1 

1 21,19  Average: 21,3 

STD:0,04 

RSD: 0,2 %  

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

21,3±0,05 

2 21,27  

3 21,29  

4 21,22  

5 21,24  

6 21,29  

 

 

L3 

1 98,79  Average: 99,0    

STD: 0,38 

RSD: 0,4% 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

99,0±0,49 

2 98,83  

3 98,53  

4 99,12  

5 98,99  

6 99,64  

 

 

L5 

1 307,77  Average: 308,9   

STD: 0,56 

RSD:  0,2 % 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

308,9±0,72 

 

 

2 309,01  

3 309,04  

4 309,35  

5 309,11  

6 

309,05  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table: 9-2-4 Precision for ABA-HCl test- set 1. 

Level Rep Measured 

concentration 

mg/l 

Statistics 

L0QL 1 9,39  Average: 9,4   

STD:0,14 

RSD: 1,4 % 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

9,4±0,47 

2 9,23  

3 

9,5  

 

 

L1 

1 19,76  Average: 20,2 

STD:0,73 

RSD: 3,6 %   

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

20,2±0,94 

2 21,63  

3 19,79  

4 20,09  

5 19,94  

6 19,8  

 

 

L3 

1 98,17  Average: 97,6 

STD:1,05 

RSD:1,1% 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

97,6±1,35 

2 96,17  

3 96,59  

4 97,95  

5 97,95  

6 98,96  

 

 

L5 

1 302,97  Average: 304,2   

STD: 2,82 

RSD:  0,9% 

Confidence 

interval 95%: 

304,2±3,65 

 

 

2 306,87  

3 304,67  

4 299,19  

5 306,48  

6 

305,06  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

9.3 Robustness 

Table 9-3-1: Robustness shown for analysis of 540 in different concentrations in salt and 

pH variations. 

Level Par Result mg/L Statistics Total statistic 

Level L3 salt 0% pH 5  

Avg: 100,3 

STD: 0,31 
 

R1 

1 98,51  Avg: 98,2 

STD 0,13 

RSD 0,1% 
2 98,78  

3 98,82  

Level L3 salt: 0% pH 3 

 

R2 

1 98,14  Avg: 97,7 

STD: 0,99 

RSD %: 1,0 

 

2 98,1  

3 
98,35  

Level L3 salt: 3 % pH 9 

R3 1 101,59  Avg: 101,7 

STD: 0,13 

RSD%: 0,1  
2 101,71  

3 101,84  

Level L3 Salt: 3% pH 3 

R4 1 101,24  Avg: 101,4 

STD: 0,17 

RSD %: 0,2 
2 101,36  

3 101,58  

Level L3 Salt 0% pH 9 

R5 1 99,18  Avg: 99,0 

STD: 0,14 

RSD %: 0,1 
2 99,04  

3 98,91  

Level L3 Salt 3% pH 5 

R6 1 103,74  Avg: 103,8 

STD: 0,27 

RSD %: 0,3 
2 103,59  

3 104,11  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 9-3-2: Robustness shown for analysis of 541 in different concentrations in salt and 

pH variations. 

Level Par Result mg/L Statistics Total statistic 

Level L3 salt 0% pH 5 Avg: 99,7 

STD: 0,43 

 

 

 

R1 

1 98,51  Avg: 98,7 

STD: 0,53 

RSD%: 0,5 
2 98,78  

3 98,82  

Level L3 salt: 0% pH 3 

 

R2 

1 98,14  
Avg:98,2  
STD: 0,13 
RSD%: 0,5  

2 98,1  

3 98,35  

Level L3 salt: 3 % pH 9   

R3 1 100,07  Avg: 100,7 

STD: 0,72 

RSD %: 0,7 

  

2 100,47    

3 101,46    

Level L3 Salt: 3% pH 3   

R4 1 99,36  Avg: 100,0 

STD: 0,56 

RSD %: 2,0 

  

2 100,2    

3 100,41    

Level L3 Salt 0% pH 9   

R5 1 98,88  Avg: 98,6 

STD: 0,24 

RSD%: 0,2 

  

2 98,41    

3 98,53    

Level L3 Salt 3% pH 5   

R6 1 101,58  Avg: 101,9 

STD: 0,66 

RSD %: 0,7 

  

2 101,39    

3 102,62    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 9-3-3: Robustness shown for analysis of iohexol in different concentrations in salt 

and pH variations. 

Level Par Result mg/L Statistics Total statistic 

Level L3 salt 0% pH 5 Avg:101,4 

STD:0,10  

R1 

1 99,93  Avg: 99,9 

STD 0,05 

RSD %: 0,05 
2 99,9  

3 99,99  

Level L3 salt: 0% pH 3 

 

R2 

1 99,13  Avg: 99.1 

STD: 0,01 

RSD %:0,005 

 

2 99,12  

3 
99,12  

Level L3 salt: 3 % pH 9 

R3 1 102,24  Avg: 102,4 

STD: 0,13 

RSD%: 0,1  
2 102,49  

3 102,34  

Level L3 Salt: 3% pH 3 

R4 1 102,33  Avg: 102,2 

STD: 0,17 

RSD %: 0,2 
2 102,14  

3 101,99  

Level L3 Salt 0% pH 9 

R5 1 99,93  Avg: 100,0 

STD: 0,06 

RSD %: 0,1 
2 99,98  

3 100,04  

Level L3 Salt 3% pH 5 

R6 1 104,75  Avg: 104,8 

STD: 0,15 

RSD %: 0,1 
2 104,63  

3 104,92  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 9-3-4: Robustness shown for analysis of ABA-HCl in different concentrations in 

salt and pH variations. 

Level Par Result mg/L Statistics Total statistic 

Level L3 salt 0% pH 5  

Avg: 101,4 

STD: 0,78 
 

R1 

1 105,175  Avg: 101,6 

STD 0,62 

RSD %: 0,6 
2 106,6  

3 96,0108  

Level L3 salt: 0% pH 3 

 

R2 

1 97,413  Avg: 97,2 

STD: 0,99 

RSD %:1,0 

 

2 98,8266  

3 
96,9114  

Level L3 salt: 3 % pH 9 

R3 1 102,771  Avg: 102,8 

STD: 0,55 

RSD%: 0,5  
2 103,432  

3 102,338  

Level L3 Salt: 3% pH 3 

R4 1 104,116  Avg: 102,9 

STD: 1,14 

RSD %: 1,1 
2 102,554  

3 101,905  

Level L3 Salt 0% pH 9 

R5 1 96,7176  Avg: 97,1 

STD: 0,37 

RSD %: 0,4 
2 97,3674  

3 97,3332  

Level L3 Salt 3% pH 5 

R6 1 107,297  Avg: 106,9 

STD: 1,03 

RSD %: 1,0 
2 107,593  

3 105,678  

 

 

9.4 Repeatability test-set 2 (day 2) 

Test set 2: Analysis performed by same analyst, instrument, and stock-solutions. 

Performed to evaluate repeatability. 

Level  Par 541  iohexol ABA-HCl 540  

 

L3 
1 96,7  97,71  101,25  96,19  

2 95,87  97,36  101,25  96,29  

3 95,58  97,54  102,33  96,18  

 Avg:     96,1    

STD:    0,58 

RSD %: 0,6 

Avg: 97,5      

STD: 0,17 

RSD %: 0,2 

Avg:   101,6     

STD:    0,06 

RSD %:0,6 

Avg:   96,2    

STD:  0,06 

RSD %: 0,1 

 

 

9.5 Linearity  

Samples of known concentration of the for-contrast media 540, 541, iohexol and the raw-

material ABA-HCl was analyzed at 6 different levels. Figure: 9-1,9-2, 9-3 and 9-4 shows the 



 

plots of the measured data against the theoretical value. Regression analysis was done in exel 

using validated spreadsheet for internal validation at GEhealthcare. Following SOP LKK 

Instrument qualification.  

 

Figure 9-1: Linearity 540 (plot of response and residuals) 

Correlation factor= 0,999 (Accept criteria = ≥ 0,985)    PASS 

Curvation factor = 1,031   ( Accept criteria = 0,9-1,1)    PASS 

 

Figure 9-2: Linearity 541 (plot of response and residuals) 

Correlation factor= 0,999 (Accept criteria = ≥ 0,985)    PASS 

Curvation factor = 1,025    ( Accept criteria = 0,9-1,1)    PASS 
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Figure 9-3: Linearity iohexol (plot of response and residuals) 

Correlation factor= 0,999 (Accept criteria = ≥ 0,985)    PASS 

Curvation factor = 1,030   ( Accept criteria = 0,9-1,1)    PASS 

 

 

Figure 9-4: Linearity ABA-HCl (plot of response and residuals) 

Correlation factor= 0,999 (Accept criteria = ≥ 0,985)    PASS 

Curvation factor = 0,987    ( Accept criteria = 0,9-1,1)    PASS 

 

 

 

9.6 Quantification (QL) and detection limit (DL) 

DL was determined to be: 0,2 mg/L for 540 
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                                         0,19 mg/L for 541 

                                         0,30 mg/L for Iohexol 

                                         Not measured for ABA-HCl  

QL was determined to be: 0,00059 g/L for 540 

                                           0,00059 g/L for Iohexol 

                                           0,00118 g/L for 541 

                                           Not determined for ABA-HCl 

QL and DL had no defined accept criteria in this validation. The levels that will be of interest 

in bioreactor experiments will be well within the limits seen in QL for main compounds.  

10. Discussion/conclusion 

All tests were within the accept criteria set in this protocol. 

Specificity was not performed as individual test. However, the separation of the compounds 

was sufficient shown by the recovery data in test-set 1. Base-line separation was not met 

between 541 and ABA-HCl but is not required at this level. However, some method 

optimization may improve the separation. ABA-HCl has an acid-group, meaning that it might 

benefit from addition of an acid to the water eluent.  

 

 

Figure 10-1: Chromatogram from L3-level. Peak 1: 541 peak 2: ABA-HCl, Peak 3: Iohexol 

and peak 4: 540.  

Accuracy: Accept criteria for accuracy was recovery of compound between 90-110 %. All 

levels in this test proved to be within this range.  



 

Precision and repeatability:  

Accept criteria for precision in this test was RSD % ≤ 5 % 

All samples presented in table 9-2-1 to 9-2-4 was well within the acceptable range. 

Repeatability: 

Analysis was performed on one level (L3) by same analyst on day 2.  

Accept criterium for RSD% was ≤ 5 % 

Observed levels for all compounds ranged from 0,1 to 0,6 %.  

Linearity: 

Figures 9-1 to 9-4 show a good linearity in the range 10 mg/L to 300 mg/L. Correlation values 

and curvation factor in the regression analysis was all within the accept criteria  

Robustness: Changes in salt content and pH did not cause changes in the values of the 

compounds in a way that limits the validity of the method. Variations observed is within what 

is expected in terms of sample preparations and instrument variations.  

Accept criteria for the robustness test was RSD % of ≤ 10 % 

The method tested in this validation can detect, separate, and quantify the analytes of interest. 

Specificity, robustness for the intended sample matrix as well as the recovery of the method 

was well within the determined criteria set in the protocol. The method is suitable for the 

intended use for detection of contrast-media in wastewater from biological treatment plant 

and for testing in bio-pilotplant.  
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